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This study analyzes patterns of change in litigation before Winnipeg's Court of eueen's

Bench in the years spanning 1909 and 1939. lt examines the court process itself from

the perspective of participants, be they judges, lawyers or litigants, Claims filed and

defended are analyzed according to causes of action, occupations, gender and the

differing stages atwhich law suits ended. Who used law is compared with those used by

it. Results obtained by litigants with money and experience are contrasted with outcomes

for those possessing little of either.

ln describing and analyzing this research data, existing hypotheses will also be tested,

particularly those of Lawrence Friedman, J.willard Hurst and Marc Galanter. This study

therefore includes discussion of a number of theoretical constructs, but its goal is not to

look for causal connections. Yet, this is still very much an explanatory work. Where other

researchers, for example, have discussed the use of courts as vehicles for debt collection

by making passing reference to flling law suits as a strategy to bring opponents to the

bargaining table, this study seeks to explain that and other uses in greater depth. Glaims

informally settled or discont¡nued are examined according to whether disputants were

individuals or corporations, according to their gender and occupation, the experiences of

the law firms involved and causes of act¡on litigated. The roles for the court in dispute

resolution are examined through an analysis of trial judgments, appeals and patterns of

iudicial decision making.

Mere factual description is not generally accepted, by itself, as a sound analytical

technique. But I make no apology for first grounding my study in factual reconstruction

from the Court of Queen's Bench's original individual case records. This thesis goes

beyond this, to break new analytical ground. lt examines patterns of litigation with¡n an

explanatory context and produces a qualitative view ofthe court process through its

quantítat¡ve case analysis. Withín the limits of time and space imposed by the LL.M.

requirements, this research does not offer a statistical explanation of lítigation rates. Like

the laboratory scientist who dissects an animal, I simply take the Court's data as is,

leaving the asking of 'Why''to another time and place. This produces no models and
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makes no basis for verifiable predictions. But it still seeks to provide ânswers to

significant questions. Was the Winnipeg Court used as a coercive instrument, confirming

or instilling in some a sense of helplessness and dependency? lf the suggestion that the

function of law is to justiff existing power relations in society, and if court records

evidence a change in the way the law treated women and members of identifiable

groups, did it necessarily follow that law validated for each a new role in civil socie\,Q

This study will show, for example, that not only did females and members of the working

class use courts often, successfully and in a wide variety of ways, but that the law

accommodated their use of the legal system by not impeding their success as litigants.

By examining all extant Statements of Claim filed in 1909, 1919, 1929 and 1939 this

study looked at litigation undertaken in periods of economic prosper¡ty and depresssion,

post-war change and pre'war stability, the end of an industrial boom and the beginning

of social dislocation based on expansion and diversification. (1) Any search for contextual

"trends" in this work will be based on a description of what happened in 1909 and the

changes which occurred by 1 939. Little expf icit attention will be paid to 191 I and 1 929.

Christian Wollschlager warned of the impact this approach can have. ln a 1990 aÉicle on

civil litigation and modernization he suggested that:

an upwârd trend in litigation rates must be interpreted to mêan
that there was an ¡mbalance between the causes of litigation
and thè forces inhibiting litigation, with the causes of litigation
having the greater effect. Correspondingly, a break in the trend
means that social growth conditions changed. (2)

Wollschlager's discussion of the disequilibrium of expansion and contraction is

particularly germane to interpreting data in this sort of study. Litigation patterns for 1g19

and 1929 are established and results described, but without any contextual discussion

of world war and the start of an depression. These two major events may break any

trend, but the aim of this thesis is to paint a picture with broad strokes and basic hues,

leaving detail and colour for a future endeavor. Some questions were not askêd,



including one of paramount importance to American scholars: are l¡tigation ratês

increasing? Similarly an examination of the relationship between litigation and economic

growth must await another study, but one which must build on the data collated and

analyzed here.

David Engel observed that the challenge for those involved in American court research

"is to study courts and litigation in terms of their relationship to the changing social

context." (3) He went on to confess that he could not pretend to have conducted the kind

of research he was advocating. And there lies the rub. While contemporary American

studies have attempted to create theoretical constructs for use in litigation anafysis, the

reality is that in Ganada generally, and Manitoba particularly, not enough work has been

done to test the reliability of applying to this country findings of what are essentially

studies of a foreign judicial system. This study attempts to remedy that failing, and in so

doing test a number of these 'foreign' hypotheses. Part of the difüculty in doing so lies in

the data retrieved. Lawrence Friedman was not wrong when he said most U.S. court

studies are based on an examination of the records of appellate courts. Trial records, he

suggested, are seldom used because they "are unknown, lost or buried in courthouse

basements." (4)

The following table provides an overview of the number of files examined in the present

work, a process thaf involved reading 3018 Statemenûs of Claim, 1409 Statements of

Defence and the examination of thousands of other documents contained in court

pockets. Gonclusions which resulted from an analysis of these 'other' documents are a

cause of concern. ïhe use of partisanly produced court records always involves a very

real risk of incorrect causal inferences, but the danger is exacerbated when inferences

are drawn from an examination of collateral materials filed in support of claims, defences,

notices, motions and orders. This study suggests, for instance, that Notices of

Discontinuance are indicators that an out of court settlêment had been reached. Orders

of Dismissal are usually evidence of a lack of settlement. Both suggestions are based on

the assumption that what was alleged in materials contained in file pockets accurately
o



reflected the circumstances of the time.

These materials, including Statements of Claim and Defence, are contained in

expandable manila file 'pockets' approximately four inches by eight inches in size. Other

contents include Notices (usually of discontinuance, change of solicitors and motions)

and Affidav¡ts. The former is usually filed as a request that an issue be heard and is

normally not determinative of a final finding of liability. The latter is regularly filed in

support of Notices and contain a statement in support of the Notice (or application) which

the solicitor for the applicant hopes might influence a judge's ruling. An example of a

statement contained in an afüdavit is a Medical Report. Another document found in many

pockets is a praecipe, This document is a coud form upon which an applicant requests

that some court service be provided. An example is a request for a Tax Certificate. A

lawyer granted an award of costs is required to file wíth the court a Bill in which expenses

for which compensation is sought are enumerated. This Bill is taxed by a court official to

insure that only those items for which payment has been authorized are in fact approvêd

for payment, a payment which is most often made by thè losing litigant. When this

examination is complete, the tax officer prepares a Tax Oertificate. lt is issued, however,

only afrer a praecipe is filed.

Other documents commonly found in court pockets include Certificates (of judgment,

Accountant's certificates and rax certificates), orders (of dismissal, of set down for trial

and of fieri facias, which attaches the goods of a judgment debtor) and judgments.

Judgments are of four kinds: interlocutory, or interim, according to which a litigant is

granted an award subject to a final determination of the amount owing; default; consent

or tríal. File pockets regularly contained two further documents, Master's Reports and

Satisiaction Pieces. The former is a report prepared by an ofüeer of the eourt and it

outlines the method by which the determination referred to above was arrived at.

Satisfaction Pieces are like Notices of Discontinuance, in that they are formal notice that

an action has been brought to an end, but differ in that they also contain à statement that

moníes owing have been paid or the matter has ended to the 'satísfaction' of all parties.
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Not always did these collateral filings tell a story different than that told by ofücial court

documents, but often enough for them to form an integral part of this work.

Table 1

Files examined

Statements of Claim
Applications/Petitions

Total

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

1903 1919 1929

34BB

1939

309
93

402

549
62

61 1

Total

3018
474

1150
114

12A4

1010
2A1

1211

The academic community remains far from convinced of the value of court studies. On

the one hand scholars like Friedman argue that "longitudinal research ... is of particular

value, because it is sensitive to changes in legal culture, and in the functions of the court.

(lt serves tQ provide baseline data, againstwhich to measure and monitor what is

happening in our own turbulent time." (5) Academics who disagree with Friedman

criticize court research as little more than aimless case counting, but they overlook an

essential point. As Richard Lempert suggested in a 1990 article on docket data, those

who study litigation "are ínterested not so much in the numbers themselves as in the

numbers as indicators." (6) lt is in this context that the presènt work uses court records to

determine whether Manitoba litigants from differing socio-economic backgrounds use the

court system differently between 1909 and 1939 and whether results of litigation vary

according to the circumstances of parfies involved.

There is little question, however, that mâny longitudinal studies of courts are significantly

flawed. By relying entirely on court statistics they are unable to examine how l¡tigation

was actually managed. That error was avoided in this study, in paÉ because Manitoba

lacks the reporting mechanisms which produce the kind of data used in many American

and some Canadian jurisdictions. The weakness intrinsic to most North American

examinations of litigation is avoided in largê measure because the data used in this

research does not resuft from an analysis of court stat¡stics, but from an examination of
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actual case documents. This means that much more can be learned aboutWinnipeg's

court system, those who used it, how it was used, the causes litigated and the role

played bywomen,judges and lawyers than would have been possible had research

been grounded upon court statistics alone.

ln his study of economic cycles and civil litigation John Stookey, a political scientist,

discussed longitudinal studies in terms of time density. (7) Time density, he explained,

refers to the temporal frequency with which data is recorded. He separated court

research into categories of low and high specificity. Low specificity studies examine

every fifrh, tenth or fifteenth year, for example, while high time density studies code data

for every year. Stookey suggested that a low density approach is appropriate for

delineating long term trends while a high density approach is most useful in evaluating

short term fluctuations. This study is a combination of both. lt has an element of high

specificity in that it examines all case files in four given years, but it is also low density in

that the examined cases are separated byten year periods. By combining both

approaches one benêfits from a synthesis of dynamic and static perspectives.

University of South Carolina law professor Patrick Hubbard discussed some of the

problems inherent in studies which examine litigation by year. (8) What time period is

relevant, he asked, time of injury, time of filing or time of final disposition? ln this study all

three are reeorded. Ultimately, however, it was time of filing and time of disposition that

formed the basis for much of the analysis which follows. The problem of partisan

uncertainty associated with using time of alleged injury is my reason for rejecting it as a

base for analysis. On many occasions, for instance, the first of a series of breaches

resulted in the start of a period of pre-court negotiation conducted over an extended

period of time. But when a claim was eventually filed, it often made reference only to the

last breach, even though it was clear that the injury, or a series of preceeding disputes,

oocurred much earlier. The reliability of the data was thus compromised.

Historian John Guy suggests that all analysis requires some enumêration and
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class¡f¡cation, thus necessarily depending on the technique of case-counting. He

caut¡ons, however, that while case-counting can provide the statistics upon which

analysis depends, it can at best provide only a rough impression. (9) There is little doubt

this is true. Aceumulation of data cannot alone answer significant questions. And data

collection itself is neither a neutral nor uncomplicated endeavor. The advantage of

theory, therefore, is as an aid in discerning causal connections and discontinuities. More

than ever before, the literature surround¡ng court studies has called for development of a

general theoretical framework for analyzing data collection. Stookey suggests that those

engaged in longitudinal studies invariably approach their work from one of two theoretical

perspectives. (10) One he refers to as the 'consensus tradition.' Those who adopt this

perspective believe that litigation serves to achieve some kind of social integration when

traditional forms of non-state control weaken. This school of thought argues that law is

passive and evolves to fill whatever void is created when informal means of social

integration fail. Conflict theorists, on the other hand, believe that in litigation it is possible

to find evidence of fundamental changes in the economic and political balance of power

in society. To these adherents law is a tool of social control. The aim of this study is to

examine litigation from a conflict perspective. Butthe warning issued byAlbert Reiss in

his examination of trial court theoretical constructs, that we need to abandon the notion of

a general model explaining change in civil litigation, has not been ignored. (1 l)

This thesis divides into an introduction, conclusion and seven chapters. The first chapter

examines four questions. First, was there a pattern in Winnipeg between 1909 and 1g3g

to the way in which corporations used the court systèm? Second, if it could be shown

that a pattern existed, did it change over time? Third, did corporations use courts in ways

different than individuals, and if so, what was the difference? And fourth, did corporations

use their greater resources, of litigation experience and money, to dominate those with

little of either and to avoid confrontiations with those with an equal amount of both?

ln Chapter Two the way litigation was managed is examined by tracing what happened to

claims from time of filing to date of discontinuance. Five questions are asked. Were
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different causes of action managed in difrerent ways? Did the gender of a plaintiffor

defendant make a difference in the outcome of litigation? Did the occupation of a litigant

make a difference? Did retaining experienced counsel influence the outcome of an

action? And finally, did corporations pursue or defend claims in a different way than

individuals? Much of the chapter is taken up with an examination of out of court

settlements in an effort to determine if some disputes were more likelyto be settled than

others. ln their economic study of kial courts, Robert cooter and Daniel Rubinfeld argued

this was in fact the case. (12) They suggested rational persons contemplating filing a

claim asked themselves a series of questions before undertaking litigation. one was

whether costs associated with filing a law suit were likelyto exceed the hoped for payoff.

costs involved an expenditure of time, effort and legal fees. As a result of this self-

analysis, suggêst Cooter and Rubinfeld, small probabifity suits were usually not

proceeded with. ln part for all of the reasons jusf referred to, and in part because of

concern over the possibility of having to pay the litigation costs of a victorious defendant.

chapter Three examines the changing nature of litigation, with particular emphasis on

the decline of claims involving market transactions and the corresponding increase in

negligence actions. This offers the opportunity to test an hypothesis advanced by Marc

Galanter. He suggests that differences in the way individuals use courb and in their

ability to secure desired outcomes may result not from the characteristics of the parties

themselves, but from the cases which different kinds of litigants bring to court. (13) This

conclusion is analped by dividing winnipeg claims into fifteen causes of action and then

seeking answers to three questions. were claims involving particular causes of action

filed by particular groups? Was the outcome of such litigation dependent upon type of
litigant? Did outcome vary according to cause of action?

one aim of chapter Four is to determine whether members of the 'working class' used

courts ¡n a different way than profêssionals and corporations. To facilitate this

examination, groups most active in the litigation process are identified and the nature of

their involvement with law determined. claims involving identifiable working class
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litigants are then compared with litigation involving members of classes considered

higher up the socio-economic ladder. The propensity of groups to suê or be sued is also

examined and three further areas of analysis explored. First, actions involving groups are

analyzed according to the stage at which an action was settled or discontinued. Second,

the most litigated causes of action are examined according to the group most likely

involved. And last, the activity of the most litigious groups is anal¡rzed according to cause

of act¡on most ofien litigated.

Guiding this analysis is a desire to determine whether all members of the same class

shared the same interest. According to David Sugarman it is a fundamental

methodological error to treat interests of groups as self-evident and homogeneous. Thus

warned, claims are analyzed first according to group and then according to those

individuals who made up each group.

The role gender played in litigation is examined in Chapter Five, Ëvery action involving a

female is categorized in one of four ways - sole plaintiff, co-plaintiff, sole defendant and

co-defendant. The relationship females had with co-litigants is analyzed and claims

describing women by stratus (as wives, widows ãnd the like) compared with claims in

which women were described by occupation. Law suits involving males, females and

corporations as plaintiffs are compared to actions involving them as defendants.

Litigation is also analyzed according to the gender of the litigant and how claims were

managed. Finally, causes of action involving females are examined according to the

number of claims filed and whether women arê more or less likely than males to be

plaintiffs. ln part, the approach adopted was designed to test the hypothesis advanced by

Northwestern University political scientist Herbert Jacob. (15) He suggests that the

perception women have of the judicial process and the causes of action they litigate differ

from that of men only when the occurrence which gave rise to the action is strongly

associated with gender. Women, he argues, view litigation from a relational perspective.

Preliminary conclusions flowing from a f¡nding that females were by 1939 involved in a

much larger number of causes of action than they had been in 1909 are retested in
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Chapter Five. lnitially data suggested that an increase in rate of litigation might be linked

to an increase in involvement in the activity which gave rise to the litigation. Galanter,

however, would reject this construct. (16) He suggests that the intuitively plausible

notion that there is a positive relationship between the volume of an acfivity and the

number of claims arising out of that activity is false. He argues that rates of litigation rise

as the probability of plaintiffs winning increases or fall when plaintiffs lack such things as

a well grounded understanding of their grievance or the presênce of social support for

the cause litigated. Galanter's theory prompts the reformulation referred to above- This

thesis ultimately concludes that an increased prêsênce of females in the court process

was not necessarily suggestive of their increased involvement in commercial activities.

ln chapter six the rolê that law firms played in the litigation process is examined and a

determination made of whether some firms were more active as counsel for either

plaintifis or defendants. Areas of legal specialization are analyzed according to cause of

action, type of litigant and party represented. The stage at which litigation was

discontinued when claims were filed by active law firms was compared to the stage at

which similar litigation ended when managed by less active firms. The same procedure

was followed for actions defended. Finally, claims were analyzed according to whether a

defendant did or did not retain a lawyer. Guiding this approach was the belief echoed by

Jacob that 'the amount of expertise, effort, and understanding attorney's bring to a case

has been shown to alter the impact of the law on the outcome." (1 7)

The methodological approach used in chapter six is also influenced by another belief,

that economically stronger litigants have a better opportunity to select counsel perceived

to be most likelyto win cases. The connection between litigants perceived to possess

power and financial resources and the causes they litigated, their likelihood of achieving

an out of court settlement and their use of experienced counsel, is analyzed.

ln the last chapter of this thesis both judgmenb and judges are examined. Types of
judgments are anal¡zed according to cause of action. The activity level of kial judges is
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then examined to determine whether decisions habitually favoured one or the other of

plaintiffs or defendants. And finally appeals, their outcome and the judge appealed from,

are anal¡zed.

ln the concluding section of this study findings which result from testing a number of

hypotheses are reviewed. The seven most important are:

(1) American studies have shown that in the first part of the 20th century

approx¡mately 75o/o of all litigation involved individuals suing other individuals and 1 0%

involved corporations suing other corporations. Was this the case in Winnipeg between

1909 and 1 939? (2) When litigation pits those w¡th money and experience against those

with little of either, the former invariably come out ahead of the latter. (3) Both commercial

and contract claims declined over the course of the first half of the 20th century and

negligence actions increased dramatically. (4) J. Willard Hurst has suggested that those

with power use the legal system as a tool to further their own designs. (5) Marc Galanter

has suggested that in North Ameriea the relationship between lawyer and client has

become ad hoc, often confined to a single matter, and that more lawfirms have become

involved in more litigation involving more clients. (6) How aggressively litigation is

pursued depends on two variables, causê of action and the experience of the lawyer

involved. (7) The filing of a claim does not suggest that a formal hearing is either desired

or will result, since a majority of actions are settled, withdrawn or defaulted. But how

cases are decided is important to more than just the parties involved because they

provide potential litigants with a gage by which to measure chances of success. More

particularly, they inform lawyers about the likely fate of similar litigation. Experienced

lawyers are those best informed of similar cases, past outcomes, those most prone to

specialize in both law and type of client represented and are more ofren successful than

less experienced counsel.



CHAPTER ONE
TYPE OF LITIGANT

ln 1974 and 1 983 Marc Galanter advanced our understanding of the litigation process by

publishing two papers which still remain our most influential longitudinal court studies. (18) ln

the second of these he discussed the results of research carried out by Arthur Young and

Wayne Mclntosh. Young studied courts of general jurisdiction in five different American

counties in 1976-77 while Mclntosh examined the records of the St.Louis Circuit Court from

1940 to I 970. Both studies showed that between 7A and 75o/o of claims initiated by individuals

were filed against other individuals, approximately 1l 0,6 were filed by individuals against

businesses and 10% by businesses against individuals. According to Galanter, litigation tended

to be between parties who were strangers or whose relationship was ended by the occurrence

which produced the basis for the claim. As a corollary to this, he also found that litigation most

often occurred when it was not costly in terms of a disruption of valued relations. To test

Galanter's conclusions this study grouped litigants, whether plaintiffs or defendanb, as either

individuals or corporat¡ons. lndividuals included both males and females while corporations

were defined as businesses with limited liability or which were clearly neither individuals nor

unincorporated partnerships. What happened to Statements of Claim, and how successful

claimants were in pursuing legal remedies, was analyzed to determine whèther the outcome of

actions initiated by individuals differed from litigation undertakên by corporations.

'One-Shotter' Theory

ln the first of the lwo studies referred to above, Galanter suggested that "the probability of

ceftain disputes being conve[ed into litigation, and the ultimate outcome of that litigation, are at

least partially a function of the relative power and experience of each disputant." (19) From this

flowed the now famous theory of'repeat players' and 'one-shotters.' Repeat players, according

to Galanter, have an advantage in the litigation process because of their experience and

re$ourcês, One-shotters, on the other hand, lack both. When litigation pits one against the

other, repeat players (otherwise referred to as'haves') will invariably come out ahead of one-
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shotters (or 'have nots'). This study tested that hypothesis by looking at those who filed claims

and thosê against whom they were filed. ln response to a paper published by John Stookey, this

analysis was also taken one step further. ln his 1986 study of economic cycles and civil

litigation ( 20), Stookey first endorsed then extended Galanter's 'one-shotter' theory. He

concluded that not only do one-shofters fare more poorly in court than repeat players, in

particular they seldom initiate claims in contract disputes since they invariably entered

conhactual relationships as inferior partners. This thesis will test that hypothesis. The following

table describes the activity level of individuals and corporations according to their status as

either plaintiff or defendant. For the purposes of this thesis a corporat¡on includes all

incorporated entities described variously as Limited, Ltd., lncorporated or Inc.

Table 2 ACTIVITY LËVEL ACCORDING TO TYPE OF LIT|GANT

As % of all litigation 1909 1919 1929 1939

Plaintiffs
- individual 70 oÁ 74 oÁ 7A oÂ 83 oÁ

- corporation 30 0,6 26 oÁ 30 oÁ 17 o/t

Defendant
- individual 86 % 80 oÁ B0 oÁ ZB oA

- corporation 14 aA 2A oÃ 20 oÂ 22 o/o

While this data does not contradict Galanter's argument, it suggests that over the course of this

thesís not only did corporations become nearly 50% Iess likely to undertake litigation, when they

did become involved in the court process itwas more likely as defendant. lf J. Willard Hurst

was correct when he said that law was a tool used by various interest groups for their own

purposes, corporations were either not an 'interest group' or, in Manitoba for most of the first half

of the twentieth century, did not necessarily have an advantage when informal disputes resulted

in formal litigation.

To test Galanter's theory further, who corporations sued and who $ued them was analyzed. ln

the following table claims are described according to whether they were f¡led by individuals

against individuals, individuals against corporations, corporations against individuals or
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corporations against corporations. Because the number of claims involving individuals and

corporations as colitigants was relatively insignificant, in relation to the total number of claims

filed, for the purposes of this analysis they are ignored. Although changes in litigation patterns

are not dramatic, they are with one exception consistent and progressive.

ïable 3 CORPORATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS AS LITIGANTS

Asa%ofeachcategory

lndividuals as plaintiff
- individual vs individual
- individual vs corporation

1919 1529 19391909

87 0Ã

13 0Ã
B0%
2Õ aÃ

83 0Ã

17 o/o

77 o/o

23 o/o

86%
14 0Ã

79 o/o

21 0,6

81 0Ã

19 o/t

Corporations as plaintiff
- corporation vs individual 90 %
- eorporation vs corporation 10 oÁ

The findings described in Table 3 closely parallel statistics cited by Galanter earlier in this

chapter. Although the number of suits filed by individuals against individuals in 1909 was

between 12 and 17oÁ higher than the rate discovered by American researchers, by 1939 there

was only a 40,6 difference. ln 1909 the results for corporations varied by only 1 
oÁ. Of

significance, however, was that the data described in this study indicated by 1939 that

individuals and corporations were both suing individuals less and corporations more. When
corporations are treated as 'repèat players'and individuals as 'one shotters,' it became clear

that those w¡thout resources or experience became more, rather than less, inclined to sue thosê

in a superior position. Litigants in a superior position, on the other hand, became less inclined to
sue those inferior in status and more inclined to sue those occupying the same rung ofthe
socioeconomic ladder.

while the data generated by this study appears to support stookey's theory, it largely rejects

Galanter's. ln 1909 individuals filed contract claims in 40% of the eight hundred and thirty-two

actions they initiated. Ten years later contract disputes represented 38% of these claims and

ten years after that 26%. ln 1939 they represented 19%. The trend was for individuals to

undeúakê contract litigation less ofren between 1909 and 1939 and corporations more often.
20



CHAPTER TWO

$TAGE AT WHICH LITIGATION ËNDED

ln his 1984 book on law, the economy and society Gerry Rubin quoted Mr. Justice

Willes' warning to potential litigants:

Whatever you do, never go to law; submit rather to almost any
imposition, bear any oppression, rather than exhaust your spirits
and your pocket in what is called a court of justice. (21)

Why do pêoplè resort to the law in contravent¡on of the advice of Mr. Justice Willes?

What happens to litigation once undeÉaken? John Brigham concluded that resort to

courts was had only when issues involved rested on either a depth of feeling or bad faith.

(22) Austin Sarat said much the same thing. He suggested people file Statements of

Claim principally as a means of letting off steam. (23) And what happens afrer pla¡nt¡ffs

vented their feelings? Marc Galanter quoted a study canied out by Andlew Young to

$upport his belief that one of two things occurred. Claims were either voluntarily

dismissed orthey resulted in an uncontested judgment. The data produced bythis

research suggests in Manitoba in the first half of the 20th century neither of Galanter's

findings were accurate. ln reaching that conclusion this study also tested Rubin's

hypothesis that claims filed generally involve a depth of fêeling or bad faith.

Methodology

A methodological approach fundamental to an examination of the hypotheses of both

Galanter and Rubin involves tracing what happened to law suits from the time they were

undertaken to the datê they were discontinued. How claims ended is grouped in one of

seven ways: claims filed but which went no further after filing; cla¡ms informally

discontinued or settled after a Statement of Defence was filed; claims which proceeded to

a default judgment; claims adjudicated at trial; suits discontinued by formal notice; claims

dismissed by couÉ order; and lastly, actions which ended when the successful litigant

took out a writ of attachment to seize the assets of a judgment debtor. The rationale

behind this approach is grounded on the fact that the other studies suggest litigation is
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pursued more or less aggressively depending upon cause of action and lawyer involved.

By analyzing claims according to thêse seven categories it is possible to determine

whether in fact different causes of action were handled in different ways and whether

some law firms managed claims more or lêss aggressively than other firms. And it is also

possible to determine whether or not claims proceeded through the couÉ system

differently depending upon the gêndèr or occupation of either of the litigating parties or

whether a litigant was plaintiff or defendant.

Table 4

Õlaims ended with:

Filing of statemènt of claim

Filing of statement of defence

Obtaining a default judgment

Proceeding to trial

Filing Notice of Discontinuance

Obtaining Order Dismissing

Taking out Writ of Attachment

HOW LAW SUIÏS ENÞED

1909

21 o/î

16 o/o

21 0Ã

10 0Á

16%

504

11 o/0

1919

22 0'6

200Á

22 olo

30Ã

18 o/o

604

9%

1929

19 o/o

17 0Á

24 0A

10 0a

11 olo

1A o/s

90Á

1939

13 o/o

17 0Á

16 o/ù

50Á

25 o/î

20 o/o

4 o/t

An obvious problem associated with attempting to reach conclu$ions using this or any

other method of categorization is that many law suits were undoubtedly settled without

ev¡dence of that settlement being filed with the court. This is a problem inherent in all

court record studies. Butthe findings described in Table 4 are revealing.

Results Not Flowing from Analysis of Data

First, it must be pointed out that some of the findings discussed in this study do not

obviously result from an analysis of datra described in Table 4. The four most significant

ínclude the fact that when a law firm was retained by a defendant but no Statement of

Defence was filed, an action usually ended with the plaintiff filing a Notice of
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Defence was filed, an action usually ended with the plaintiff filing a Notice of

Discontinuance. Second, the only time a plaintiff obtained a default judgment when a

Statement of Defence was filed were occasions when a plaintiff succeeded in moving to

have the Defence dismissed and judgment entered. Third, almost always when the court

dismissed an action the order was obtained by the defendant, consented to by the

plaintiff and the court pocket (the actual surviv¡ng case file's collection of original

documents) contained no evidence that the matter had been settled. And fourth, in a

majority of cases when a Statement of Claim was filed but not proceeded with, the claim

was either not settled or the parties did not feel compelled to file evidence of settlement

with the court. This also applied to settlements reached after a Statement of Defence was

filed. ln all of these instances there was a near totial lack of documentary evidence that

the pafties had reached some kind of accommodation. On the other hand, when file
pockets did contain evidence of a settlement, a Notice of Discontinuance or Satisfaction

Piece had invariably been filed. All four of these conclusions resulted from an analysis of

materials filed in support of oourt documents. lt is these documents which were referred

to in the inhoductíon to this study.

Actions for which no evidence of settlement exists were those discontinued informally

after a claim or defence was filed. claims ending with some kind of formal adjudication

include those terminated by Notice or CourÍ Order, those which went to trial and those

which resulted in a default judgment or the taking out of a writ. of these, filing a Notice or

obtaining a default judgment suggê$ted a settlement in favour of the plaintiff, while

obtaining a court order suggested a decision favoured a defendant.

Claims Not Proceeded With

More claims were filed and then not proceeded with in 1909 than in 1939. During this

same period an almost equal number proceeded no further when a siatement of Defence

was filed. Thís suggests that by 1939 plaintiffs undertaking litigation were much more

likely to proceed with it than plaintiffs had been thirly years earlier, a finding confirmed

when actions informally discontinued or settled after a claim was filed were added to
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those discontinued after the filing of a Statement of Defence. Since file pockets for

neither contained any evidence of settlement, they suggest that 37oÃ of all claims filed in

1909 may never have been settled, formally or informally. By 1939 that figure had

dropped to 30%. The significance of this finding will become clear when the role lawyers

played in the litigation process is examined in Chapter Six.

Default Judgments and Tr¡als

Litigation undertaken in 1939 also less ofren ended in default judgments (from 21% in

1909 down to 16% in 1939) and less ofren went to trial (10% to 50,6). This meant

between 1909 and '1939, although plaintiffs were less likely to discontinue actions early,

they were also less likely to either obtain a default judgment or go to trial. The fact that

the number of law suits discontinued ovêr the course of this study rose from 16% lo 25oÁ,

however, seems fo indicate defendants were by 1939 more inclined to settle after filing a

Statement of Defence than had been the case in 1909. ln the first year of this study a

plaintiff either obtained a default judgment or settled (as evidenced by the filing of a

Notice of Discontinuance) 370,6 of the time. By 1939 that figure had risen to 4l 0,6. Three

conclusions flow from these findings. First, between 1909 and 1 939 defendants became

more likely to rêtain a lawyer. Second, plaintiffs were more often forced to pursue a

settlement further along the litigation trail. And third, law suits were mueh more likely to

end in negotiated settlements rather than trials.

Changes in Management of Litigation

A finding of perhaps greater significance was that lawyers acting for defendants had by

1939 stafted to manage litigation in a different way than in 1 909. ln the first year of this

study only 50Á of Statements of Claim ended by court order. By 1939 that figure was

2AoÃ.11 a court order dismissing an action was in fact evidence of an outcome favourable

to a defendant, it would appear defendants had become four times as suecessful than

they had been thirty years earlier. And indeed, this seems to have been the case. ln 1939

plaintiffs were 50,6 less likelyto obtain a default judgmentthan they were in 1909 and

15% more likely to have actions dismissed by court order. Even though this decreasing
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'settlement' rate was offset by a 9oó ¡ncrease in cases which ended by discontinuance (a

procedure normally suggestive of a settlement in favour of a plaintiff), defendants had

become substantially more likely to have claims against them dismissed. Although none

of these findings prove plaintiffs were less likely to obûain some kind of settlement in

1939 than they had been in 1909, they do indicate lawyers had begun to play a more

"controlling" role in the court process. ln the first year of this study, for example, actions

were ended by discontinuance or eourt order 21 % of the time. By 1939 that figure had

more than doubled. Filing discontinuances and obtaining court orders were aggressive

procedures. Their use suggests lawyers became less prepared to play a passive or

conciliatory role in the litigation process. Evidence of the roles that they did play can be

found in the type of documents they filed.

Table 5 describes the data which resulted from analyzing causes of action according to

the stage at which litigation ended. Of the fifteen causes into which claims were divided,

the flndings for nine have not been included. Familylestate, creditors rights, debt, fraud,

employment, guarantee, libel/slander, and misuse of authority involved too few claims to

make a statistical comparison reliable and the findings for trespass actions were

unreliâblê because sixty-eight law suits involved the same defêndant and a single group

of plaintiffs. Because file pockets seldom contained evidence that an appeal was taken

no determination eould be made of what causês were most likely to be appealed.

Table 5 HOW LITIGATION ENDED ACCORDING TO CAUSE OF ACTTON

Statement of CIaim
- contract
- goods and services
- mortgage
- negligence
- neg,instruments
- partnership

1909

25 o/o

200Á
36 0Á

90Á
1B 0'6

18 o/o

1919

31 0Á

15 0Á

29 0Á

5 o/o

22 0A

19 o/î

25

1929

240Á
21 0Ã

29 o/o

70Á
28 o/o

50Á

1939

220Á
goÁ

44 o/o

0 016

110'6
33%

+l-

-3o/o
- 120Á
+80Á
+9o/î
- 70Ã
+ 1 50,6



Statement of Defence
- contract
- goods and se¡vices
- moñgage
- negligence
- neg.instruments
- partnership

Default Judgment
- öontract
- goods ând serv¡cês
- modgage
- negligence
- neg.instruments
- padnership

Trial
- contract
- goods and serv¡cês
- mortgage
- negligence
- neg.instruments
- partnership

Discontinued
- contraet
- goods and services
- mortgage
- negligence
- neg.instruments
- partnership

Order
- contract
- goods and services
- mo(gage
- negligence
- neg.¡nshuments
- partnership

120Ã
17 0Á

90h
30 0Á

12 o/o

21 0Á

31 0Á

13 0Ã

25 0Â

A 0'6

30 0/6

60Â

90Á
13 0Á

I o/o

19%
7oÃ
15 0Ã

12 0Ã

22 0'6

11 0A

28 OA

60Ã
18 oÁ

5 016

30Ã
0 oi6

11 0Á

3 o/o

12 0Á

13 0Á

38 0ó

10Ã
42 o/r

13 0'6

33%

32 o/o

13 o/o

32 ôA

ooÁ
27 o/o

11 o/o

10Á
3 016

00Á
70Á
30Ã
70Ã

14 o/n

14 0Á

13 0,6

25 0A

9%
26 0Ã

40h
I olÐ

50Á
17 o/o

30Ã
4 o/o

BOA
30%
50ó
23 0Á

4 o/o

32 o/n

40 0Ã

27 o/ù

22 0Â

5 016

38 016

21 o/o

BoÃ
ooÂ
20Á
19 0Ã

40Ã
26 0Á

11 0Ã

6 016

15 o/î

13 0Ã

10 o/o

5 ole

5 o/o

I olo

3 016

30 o/s

3 o/t

11 aÁ

I o/o

15 0Á

12 o/o

21 0Ã

11 0Ã

17 o/a

26 0Ã

38 o/t

12 0Á

7 o/o

26 olo

17 0Ã

50Ã
15 o/o

ooÁ
6 o/o

50Á
O oln

23 0Ã

8%
28 0Á

30 0Á

26 0Ã

17 o/o

11 0Á

15 0Á

4 olo

35 tÃ

16%
17 0Ã

- 30Á
- 20Á
+ 30,6

- 90Á
'10'6
- 4 o/o

- 5 o/t

+ 25o/o

- 130Â
+7o/o
- 40Á
+ 110Â

- 40Á
+2o/o
- 9016

- 13o/n

- 20Ã
- 15o/o

+ 11r)h
- 140Â
+ 17o/n

+ 2r)Ã
+ 2Ùo/t
- 10Ã

+6016
+ 12o/i
+ 4 olo

+ 24o/o
.r '130/Ð

+50Á



Writ
- contract
- goods and services
- mortgage
- negligence
- neg.instruments
- padnership

5o/o 5oA
12oÃ 100Á
11 o/o 20 oÃ

4oA 3 o/a

244Ã 23tÁ
90Ã 0%

40Á 50Á
60A O o/Ð

240Á ooÃ
2 o/o 10Ã
13 oÁ 5 (,,6

OoÁ 0o/o

-',t-z,o

- 11o/o

-304
- 19o/o

- goÃ

ln the first year of this study 21aÃ ol all statements of claim went no further after being

filed. By 1939 that figure had dropped to 130'6, $uggest¡ng plaintiffs were becom¡ng more

determined to proceed once l¡tigation was undertaken. when this data are examined

aecording to causê of action in both 1909 and 1939, claims involving mortgage disputes

were 15 to 210,6 more likely to be dropped than other claims. Negligence actions were the

least likely to be discontinued informally in both the first and last years of this study. The

data would therefore seem to support Brigham's contention that courts were generally

resorted to when claims involved a depth of feeling. while Brigham was referring to

undertaking rather than discontinuing litigation, the underlying rationale is the same. lt is

not unlikely moftgâge disputes involved litfle if any 'depth of feeling' or that they would bè

taken as personally as physical injury claims . of one hundred and eleven claims filed in
1939, not once was a negligence action discontinued before a defendant filed a formal

response. such was not the case for mortgage litigation. Just under one-half of such

actions were discontinued before a statement of Defence was filed. perhaps moÉgage

claims were designed to serve as a kind of wake-up call for delinquent mortgagees. once
overdue monies were paid actions were simply dropped, allowing plaintiffs to avoid the

costs associated with filing a Notice of Discontinuance or Satisfaction piece.

The use of courts by commercial litigants as a vehicle for debt collection or as a means of

forcing opposing parties to the bargaining table is evidenced by the fact that in the last
yearof thisstudy22%ofcontractclaims,33% of partnershipdisputes and440,6of

mortgage actions were discontinued before a Statement of Defence was filed.

Applicatíon of Results to Statements of Defence

lf this line of reasoning is sound, should it not also apply to statements of Defence? The



answer is both yes and no. ln 1909 and lg39 claims involving negligence actions were

more often dropped when a defendânt filed a defence, than were claims grounded in any

other cause of action. This is consistent with the suggestion that disputes involving

strong feelings were undertaken more ofren than those involving a lack of such feelings.

ln 1919, for example, 42oó of negligence claims were discontinued after a Stratement of

Defense was filed. The average for all other causes of action was 20%. This data

suggests two possíbilities. lt is possible that claims filed during a time of great emotion

were discontinued when that emotion could no longer be sustained. Or it may have been

that negligence suits were settled more quickly, without formal adjudication, than other

claims because the wrong for which the plaintift sought redress was more obvious and

the claim more morally 'just.'

Commercial Litigation

A similar line of reasoning could be applied to mortgage and contract claims, the two

types of action least likely to be dropped after a defence was filed. The data in Table 5

suggest that claims involving commercial disputes were less likely to be informally

discontinued than claims involving personal relationships or injury. Because commercial

litigation was often involved and complicated, it is likely there were fewer occasions when

the 'rightness' or 'wrongness' of a cause was obvious to all. lt is suggested that once

filed, commercial actions were proceeded with until a defendant paid, an inability to do so

became obvious or one or both parties realized the expence of pursuing an action

became uneconomic. All three decisions were grounded on the criteria discussed by

Brigham in his 1993 review adicle.

An examination of claims likely to end with the plaintiff obtaining a default judgment

supports this hypothesis. Twenty-one per cent of all actions ended in a default judgment

in 1909. Thirly years later the figure was 16%. ln 1939, however, 300,6 of commercial

su¡ts ended in default judgment (commercial litigation includes contract, goods and

service and negotiable instrument actions). At the opposite end of the scale, plaintiffs

undeÉaking negligence actions were the least likely to obtain a default judgment. None of
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fofi-seven negligence suits filed in 1909 and only 7oa of one hundred and eleven suits

filed in 1939 ended with a dêfault judgment.

Between 1909 and 1 939 litigation least likely to go to trial or be formally discontinued or

dismissed were commercial actions. Glaims most likely to be tried, formally discontinued

or dismissed were negligence actions. The only exception was in 1g0g, when goods and

service suits were twice as likely to go to trial as negligence claims. These findings

support the suggestion that some causes of action were much more likely to end formally

than were others. This study also examined how litigation ended according to whether

plaintiffs and defendants were individuals or corporations. The following two tables

describe the data which resulted from that examination. underlying this analysis was the

desire to determine whether claims involving corporations were managed differenfly than

claims involving individuals.

Table 6 HOW LAW SUITS ENDED ACCORDTNG TO rypE oF pLAtNTtFF

1909

21 o/o

22 0Ã

18 0A

90ß

12 o/o

BoÃ

15 0ß

'l.6 olo

1919

20 0a

25 0Á

23 0Ã

13 olo

17 0Ã

23 0Ã

21 o/o

10 0Ã

20 ols

31 0,6

13 0h

4 o/o

11 0Á

25 o/o

20 0Â

13 olo

11 0h

27%

6 o/o

30Ã

1929 1939
End with Statement of Glaim

- plaintiffs
- corporations

End with Statement of Defence
- plaintiffs
- corporations

Detãult Judgment
- individuals
- corporations

Proceed to trial
- individuals
- corporations

Discontinued by Notice
- individuals
- corporations

21 0Â 2AoÁ
23 oÃ 27 o/o

304
30Á

20 0Ã

13 o/o

12 oA 27 o/o

11 o/o 13 aÃ

29



Dismissed by CouÉ Order
- individuals
- corporations

End with Writ of Attachment
- individuals
- corporations

60Á
3 o/o

7 o/s

19%

60Á
4 o/o

70Ã
15 o/o

11 o/o

60Á

6%
15 0Á

22 o/o

4 olo

3 o/o

15 o/o

Corporations as Plaintiffs

According to this data, in 1909 corporations and individuals were equally likely to

discontinue after filing a statement of claim. By 1939 corporations were 3% more likely

to do drop an action and ind¡viduals nearly twice as likely to do so. After a statement of

Detbnce was filed, however, individuals were 80Á more likely to discontinue than

corporations. But corporations were more than twice as likely to obtain a default
judgment, despite the fact in 1909 individuals had been just as likely to do so. The data

also suggest that individuals were twice as likely to go to trial and to formally discontinue

than were corporâtion$ and neärly six t¡mes as likely to have claims dismissed by court

oreler. on the other hand, once a judgment was obtained a corporatê plaintiff was five

times as likely to take out a writ of aftachment fhan an individual plaintiff.

when actions ending ¡n default judgments were combined with those in which a plaintiff

took out a writ, it became evident that even ¡gnor¡ng hial awards, corporations obtained a

judgment 42% of the time. lndividuals were successful 28% less often. The data is just

as dramatic when claims discontinued by notice or dismissed by court order were

compared for individuals and corporations. Forly-nine per cênt of litigation undêrtaken

by individual plaintiffs was discontinued or dismissed, compared to 17% for corporations.

Based upon the assumptions referred to earlier, as plaintiffs corporations were

successful more than three times as often as individuals. These findings suggest

Galanter was correct when he suggested 'have's' (corporations) were more ofren

successful than were 'have not's' (individuals).
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Corporations as Defendants

But if corporations were big winners as plaintiffs, did they avoid being big losers as

defendants? Table 7 provides no clear answer. There was litfle difference between what
happened to claims filed against individuals and those filed against corporations. using
the same criteria as applied to an examination of litigation undertaken, individual

defendants lost 22% of the time and corporations lost 20oó. Actions involving individual
defendants were discontinued or dismissed 4% less often than for corporate defendants

(41 40 45o/o). But there was support for the argument that corporate defendants fared

better in court than individuals. They allowed 50,6 fewer plaintiffs to obtain judgment by

default and actions filed against them were discontinued by notice 12c,6 more often. This
last statistic, however, does not suggest that corporations were 'winners' more often than

individuals. lt índicates instead that they were more successful at negotiat¡ng out of court
settlements.

Table 7 HOW LAW SUITS ENDED ACCORDTNG TO TypE OF DEFENDANT

1909

End with Statement of Claim
- índividuals 22 oÃ

- corporations 20 oÁ

End with Statement of Defence
14 0Á

22 o/r

22 0Á

I o/o

11 0Á

15 o/a

17 ols

19 0h

191g

25 o/o

13 o/o

19 oÃ

2ã o/o

26 ô/Ð

13 0Ã

3%
3 o/e

13 0,6

350Á

1g2g

21 o/o

14 olo

16 o/o

19%

26 0Á

90Á

80Á
16 olo

11 0Ã

12 0Á

1939

15 olo

13 0Á

16 0A

20 o/e

18 0A

13 o/o

50Á
3 0'6

23 0Ã

35 0A

- individuals
- corporations

Default Judgment
- individuals
- corporations

Proceed to Trial
- individuals
- corporations

Discontinued by Notice
- inclividuals
- corporations



Dismissed by Court Order
- individuals
- corporations

End with Writ of Attachment
- individuals
- corporations

4 olo

70Á

11 0Â

7oÁ

50Ã
10 o/o

10 olo

7 o/o

8 o/î

21 olo

BOA
goÁ

18 0Á

10 o/o

4 o/î

70Á

Litigation Management and Type of Dêfêndant

Litigation management patterns for individuals and corporations were analyzed in one

final way - by using only the data for 1939 and comparing how each managed claims

made by and against them. Four assumptions are made. First, that the data for claims

discontinued informally (dropped after a statement of claim or Defence was filed)

suggest neither settlement nor a lack of settlement and therefore could not be used in

this analysis. second, default judgments obtained indicate an action was terminated

successfully in favour of a plaintiff and default judgments given up indicate an action was

terminated in a way adverse to the interests of a defendant, Third, the data for actions

discontinued by notice indicat that an out of court setflement had been reached. And

fourth, orders of dismissal indicat that an out of courf setflement had not been reached

and that a plaintiff had therefore 'lost' an action. positive data for litigation ending in
deÊault judgments and by notice or order was subtracted from negative data. The more
positives, the more success attributed to a litigant.

lndividual plaintiffs obtained default judgments 11oÁ of the time and individual

defendants gave up default judgments 180,6 of the time. Default judgments 'for' were

subtracted from default judgments 'aga¡nst', producing a -7 result. corporations obtained

default judgments 27% of the time and gave them up 130,6, producing a + 14 result.

Notices of Discontinuance were filed by individual plaintiffs 27o/o of the time and against
them 23%. since the filing of a notice was always indicative a setflement had been

reached, the two statistics were combined for a + s0 find¡ng. corporate plaintiffs filed

notices 130Á of the time and corporate defendants had notices filed against them 35%,
producing a + 48 result. According to this analysis, individuals had a + 2 more favourable
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result than corporations. Twenty-two per cent of act¡ons filed by individual plaintifis were

dismissed by court order and individual defendants succeedêd in having 1B% of actions

filed againsf them dismissed, producing a - 4 finding. Four per cent of claims filed by and

100,6 of claims filed against corporations were dismissed, producing a finding of + 6. In

the end individualswere - 9 (- 7, + 2and-4) and corporations + 1B (+ 14,-2and+6).
Even if corporations were not three times more successful in managing litigation than

individuals, there is little doubt that they fared better in the litigation process.
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CHAPTER THREE

CAUSËS OF ACTION

ln l9B3 Marc Galanter noted that twentieth century American courts have witnessed a shift
away from litigation involving market transactions towards those involving tamily and tort
actions' Hê citèd a study by Andrew Young to support his conclusion that in some American
jurisdictions, although tort claims represented as little as 1 to 20,6 of claims fifed in 1903, by

1976 they had increased to 12oÁ. Commercial cases showed a corresponding decline of 3g%.
This suggested to Galanter that "regular civil courts in America are being called on to deal with

a very different mix of matters than they formerly did." (2a)

Changing Nature of Litigation

Galanter was neither the first nor the last to notice thaf the nature of litigation has changed over
the past 75 years. ln their 1977 study of state supÍeme courb Robert Kagan, Bliss Cartwright,

Lawrence Friedman and Stanton Wheeler reached many of the same concfusions. Kagan and
co-authors examined the records of sixteen stiate supreme courts over a one hundred year
period. They found that up to the beginning of the 2oth century 25oÃ of the claims analyzed

involved debt collection and in one{hird of these a court was asked to adjudicate the status of a

debtor's property. what soon became obvious, according to Kagan, was that,,as striking as the

massive role of collection cases between 1 870 and I940 is the decline of such cases in the last
40 years." (25)

ln 1990 Lawrence Friedman analyzed longitudinal court research and the changing nature of
causes of action litigated. Although Friedman's study was grounded in an examination of
American courts in the period 1950 to 1980, he too noticed economic disputes made up a

declíning pottion of court caseloads. He found that in the main they had been replaced by cases
involving more intrinsically personal matters, like divorce. A similar conclusion was reached by
Lawrence Baum, Sheldon Goldman and Austin Sarat. One of the findings of their study on the
evolution of litigation in federal courts of appeal was that Õontract cases, as a per cent of totral

caseloads, declined in the period 1895 to 1975. A third conclusion, again reached in the Kagan
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study, was that between 1905 and 1935 one out ofthree actions involved first railways and

streêt cars and then motor vehicles. (26)

Methodology

For purposes of analyzing couÉ records according to causes of action, the suggestion made

by charles Epp in his study of employment rights litigation was adopted. Epp contended that
"disaggregating litigation levels into meaningful types enhances our abil¡ty to interpret and

understand variations in litigation." (27) He suggested that in the long run, an examination of
padicular types of litigation would be more instructive than traditional research examining

litigation in the aggregate. For this reason Statements of Glaim are deemed to be grounded in

one of fifteen causes of action, The first of the fifteen, tamily and estate, refer to domestic and

esüate related actions and ¡nclude both alienation of affection and breach of promises suits.

Creditor rights refers to actions to enforce existing judgments. Misuse of authority refers to

allegations that an individual or corporation wrongfully had a plaintiff charged with a criminal

offence or had seized assets without just causê. The following table contains the results for all

four years of the study.

Table I

As a 0,6 of all cases filed

family / estate
contract
creditor rights
debt
employment
fraud
goods and serv¡ces
guarantee / lien notes
libel / slander
misuse of authority
mortgage
negligence
negotiable instruments
partnerships
trespass

CAUSES OF ACTION

1909

10Á
31 0Ã

6oÃ
4 o/o

2 o/o

2 o/e

19 0,6

1 o/o

10Ã
10Á
50a
4 o/o

17 0A

3%
2 o/o

1919

30Á
37 olo

3 o/o

4 olo

2 o/o

2 o/"

BOA

1 o/o

20Â
2 o/r

BoÃ
60Á
11 0Ã

20Ã
7 o/o

1gzs

3 o/o

28 olo

2 o/t

2 o/o

3oÁ
20Ã
604
30Á
20Â
3 ols

11 o/o

15 o/o

13 o/o

3 o/î

3 o/o

1939

4 o/î

2A 0'6

3 o/o

40Á
4 olo

4 o/ð

1 o/î

1oÃ
2oÃ
goÁ

36%
60a
2 olt

5 o/o



ln the context of this study family and estate actions do not include divorce petitions or

applications for either probatê or administration. File pockets relating to these matters have

been emptied of their contents prior to being transferred to the Provincial Archives of Manitoba

by the Court of Queens Bench. Because family and estate actions refer to litigation involving

issues other than divorce, the findings of this study cannot be used to test Friedman's

conclusion that by the 1980s family disputes had replaced economic disputes as a principal

cause of action. But what was tested were hypotheses advanced respectively by Galanter,

Kagan, Friedman and Baum: that tort actions increased significantly from the süart of the

twentieth century as a percentage of all suits filed;that although litigation involving debt

collection represented nearly one out of four cases filed in the early part of this century, before

its half-way point they had declined dramatically; that law suits involving commercial actions

have declined over the past sèvenry-f¡ve years; and that contract claims have shown an equally

significant decrease.

Toft and Neglígence Claims

ln winnipeg's highest trial court no cause of action showed as dramatic a change over the

course of this study as tort and negligence claims. ln 1909 only 4% of one thousand one

hundred and seventy-seven suits dealt with an allegation of negligence. Ten years later that

figurehadincreasedto6%andbyl92ghadmorethandoubled(1soÁ). Betweenlg2gand
1939 the number of such claims doubled agaín. And just as the percentage of negligence

claims changed between 1909 and 1939 (increasing by 9000,6), so too had the type of injury
giving rise to them. Litigation patterns discovered in this study were similar to those found by

Galanter and Young. ln the first part of the twentieth century a majority of tort suits in Winnipeg

were filed as a result of accidents involving railways and street cars. Not a single action was

initiated because of an incident involving a motor vehicle. By 1939 the exact opposite was true.

Virtually all negligence claims involved motor vehicle accidents and none involved either

railways or streetcars. Although these findings were similar to those reached by young and

Galanter, the 10 to 1 1 oÁ increase in tort claims they noticed was dwarfed by the 320,6 increase in

Manitoba. Perhaps an explanation lies in the fact that in the major American population centers

studied by Young and Galanter railways, streetcars and motor vehicles all arrived earlier and in
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greater numbers than in winnipeg. By the period covered for this thesis more law suits

involving a wider range of causes of action were being filed, lessening the statistical

significance of negligence suits. ln winnipeg in '1939, for example, while the percentage of
litigation involving an allegation of negligence represented 360,ó of all claims filed, there were

only three hundred and thirty-six claims filed. Thirty years earlier such actions represented only

4% of litigation undertaken, but there were eight hundred and forty-one more claims filed.

Debt Claims

For purposes of comparing data involving debt collection to Kagan's findings, causes of action

categorized as debt, negotiable instruments and guarantees were aggregated into a single
group. Debt actions were those in which repayment of monies owing was demanded but what
gave rise to the debt was unknown. Claims involving negotiable instruments and guarantees

were alf based on promises to repay which had been reduced to writing. when treated as a

single cause, the three represented 22% of claims filed in 1 909, 160,6 in I gl g, 1 g0,6 in 1 929 and

I 1 % in 1939. These findings echo the conclusions reached by Kagan. He found that in the

early years of the twentieth century debt actions represented 250,6 of litigation underhkên but by

1970 had declined to less than 5%. ln the present study the decline was lrom 22oÁ to 'l 1 %. Why
such a drop? Kagan attributed itto a'firming up' of the instruments and instrumentalities of
credit. (28) The findings of this study suggest that he was likely correct. A decrease in debt

actions was paralleled by a decrease in claims filed by money lenders and loan companies and

an increase in disputes involving moÉgage companies.

Decline in Commercial and Contract Claims

The Winnipeg data thus support the findings of American court research that tort litigation

increased and debt litigation decreased over the course of the twentieth century. But what of

Friedman's and Baum's suggestion that commercial and contract cases also declined during
this period? The data generated by this study not only bears out those suggestions, they also

support the conclusions advanced by Galanter. Galanter used Young's work to substantiate his
claim that from 1903 to 1976 commercial cases declined by more than 500,6. Galanter defined

commercial litigation as actions aris¡ng out of a claim for payment for the supplying of goods
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and serv¡ces. ln Winnipeg in 1909 such suits represented 190ó of nearly twelve hundred claims

f,led. By I 919 that per cent had been halved and by 1939 halved again. The total decline, from

19o/o to 40Á, represented a decrease of 79%. ln the Young study cited by Galanter the decline

represented a drop of 55%. The decrease in contract claims was no less significant. Baum

studied litigation flled in three American Courts of Appeal districts over the first half of the

twentieth century. He and fellow researchers determined that contract disputes declined by

between 4 and 1'10'6. Although Baum was reluctant to offer any explanations for this decline, he

did suggest his findings "might be attributed generally to the increased capacity of businesses

to utilize nonjudicial mechanisms to resolve contract disputes." (2g) such may have been the

case in Winnipeg between 1909 and 1939. During this period contract claims, which at 31 0,6

had been the single largest cause of action in 1909, fell to 200,6. Although this I 1 0,6 decrease

m¡rrored Baum's findings, it might be explained in a different way. ln Winnipeg during the early
years of this study virtually all conhact claims involved disputes over land. This was not

surprising, considering the amount of land speculation going on at the time. An examination of

Statements of Claim, however, reveals that by 1939 not only had suits involving land

speculation declined, the basis of contract actions had broadened. While land disputes still

represented a significant per cent of contract claims, their significance had decreased

oonsiderably. This may be an example wherê changes occurring outside courtrooms was

reflected in what was going on within them.

Cause of Action and Type of Litigant

To date few if any court researchers have taken an examination of litigation accord¡ng to cause

of act¡on a step further by analyzing claims filed according to whether they were filêd by

individuals or corporations. By doing so this study attempts to determine whether changes in

litigation patterns can be attributed to changes in the way individual and corporate litigants

managed litigation and, if such changes can be found, whether they occurred for all actions. ln

the following table the nine most litigated causes of action were examined according to whether

the party involved was a eorporation or an individual. Both men and women were regarded as

individuals while corporations included all incorporated ent¡t¡es, irrespective of size. The

changes described in Table 9 were often dramatic, but particularly so for actions involving
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corporations. Central to this analysis is the desire to determine if evidence can be found that the
greatêr amounts of financial resources and experience possessed by corporat¡ons allowed

them to pursue different causes of action than were pursued by individuals and whether the

manner in which they managed litigation differed. lf Hurst was correct, both types of litigation

and management methods should be different.

Table 9

As oó of actions
involving each type

contract
- individual
- corporation

creditor rights
- individual
- corporation

debt
- individual
- corporation

employment
- individual
- corporation

goods and services
- individual
- corporation

guarantêe
- individual
- corporation

morfgage
- individual
- corporation

negligence
- individual
- corporation

negotiable instruments
- individual
- corporation

CAUSE OF ACTION BY TYPE OF PLAINTIFF

1909

40 o/o

12 o/o

6o,Ã

6oÃ

40Á
4rÃ

304
1o4

12 0Ã

32 o/e

1 Ð/t

304

5 016

60Á

1919

38 0Á

35 0Ã

20Á

70Á

4 oÅ)

50Á

20Ã
2 o/i

70Ã
I 016

1929

26 0Ã

29 o/r

30Á
1 o/o

4oÁ
1 olo

4 o/t

10Á

5%
80Á

1939

19 o/o

24 olo

2 o/o

6 o/o

4 o/Ð

3 0'6

404
204

20Á
10 olo

304

3 o/î

27 0h

::?

3 o/o

17 0A

10Ã
B 0,6

10Ã
10Ã

60Á
10Á

1A%
33 0Ã

70h
11 ole

I o/o

1 o/e

8%
21 o/o

6%
20 oa

2A oÃ

2 o/o

8%
22 o/o



Five causes of action were not included in the above table. Two of those, family and libel

action$, did not involve corporations as plaintiffs. The data for the remaining three (fraud,

misuse of authority and trespass) werê too sparse to allow any meaningful analysis. When the

above results are analyzed first in the context ofwhat happened with causes of action over the

entire period, without regard to type of plaintiff, and then according to type of litigant, an

interesting pattern emerges. ln the case of contract litigation, for example, the number of claims

filed dropped from 31 0,6 in I 909 to 20% in 1939. A similar though more dramatic decrease was

seen in contract suits brought by individuals. ln 1909 these actions represented 40oÁ of suits

filed but by 1939 represented only 190,6. over the same period actions involving corporate

plaintiffs increased irom 12o/o 7o 24oÁ. were these opposing trends unusual? Both Kagan and
Friedman seemed to have anticipated them and would probably argue that they were not. ln a

1990 tAW & soclETY REVIEW article Friedman noted that although "the first wave of
Iongitudinal studies, kial and appellate alike (found evidence of) the decline of commercial

litigation," more contemporary work has suggested a "rebirth of contract litigation and an

upsurge in law suits between businesses." (30) The increase in corporate contract claims bears

out Friedman's first contention and the finding of this study that the number of suits filed by

corporate plaintiffs against corporate defendants doubled between 1909 and 1939 seems to

bear out the latter.

Change in Use of Courts and Economic Status

Kagan reached much the same conclusion as Friedman, but from a radically different

perspective. He argued that as people on the lower end of the social and economic scales

became increasingly more inclined to use the coud system throughout the twentieth century

their entrance into litigation was accompanied by a corresponding shift in the focus of law suits

away from commercial cases like those involving contractual disputes. (31) Kagan's implication

was clear. Commercial litigation became increasingly likely to involve those at the top of the

economic ladder - corporations. But if this were true, would not the same kind of transition be

taking place for claims involving all commercial interests, including mortgages? The answer is
yes. From 1909 to 1939 mortgage suib filed by individuals decreased from so,6 to 3%. ln the

same period claims filed by corporations increased from 6% lo 27oÃ. Two other causes of
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action, goods and services and negotiable instruments, decreased for both individuals and

corporations but even at the reduced level eorporate plaintiffs were far more statistically

significant than individual plaintiffs. ln the case of goods and services, claims filed by

individuals declined from 12 to 20,6 while those for corporations declined from 32o/o to 10%. For

negotiable ¡nstruments the decrease for individuals was from 10 to 30Á and for corporations

33o/o lo 17o/o.

This data suggest that in terms of absolute numbers, tort actions did increase over the course of

the first half of this century and debt, commercial and contract claims decreasêd, just as a

number of studies found to be the case in the United States. But what was not previously

proven was that despite this change, in terms of litigation undertaken by corporations, not only

did both debt and commercial actions remain at a relatively high level, suits involving contracts

actually increased by 1000,6. And while the authors of the studies referred to earlier have

formulated a variety oftheories about what was happening, based upon actions brought by

plaintiffs, they have been silent about the changing role of those who were being sued and why

they were being sued. The following two tables describe the results of an examination of

causes of action according to type of plaintiff and type of defendant.

lndividuals and Corporations as Litigants

Claims filed by individuals and corporations are compared to those filed against individuals and

corporations. Five of fifteen causes of action are used to make this comparison. The remaining

ten are rejected as being unique to one or the other of the two types of litigants or because

statistics are too scant to allow a meaningful compar¡son. The first of the next two tables

describes claims filed by or against individuals. For purposes of this analysis the type of parly

opposing them has been ignored. ln the case of claims filed against individuals the same

approach is adopted.

The aim of the analysis is to determine whether litigation patterns for the five causes of action

examined are different for individual plaintitrs and defendants and if patterns of change affect

corporate litigants in the same way. The five causes examined include contract, goods and
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seryices, modgage, negligènce and negotiable instruments. All except negligence involve

commercial disputes. The conclusions reached earlier suggest individuals should be less

involved than corporations in the four commercial actions but more so in negligence suits.

Table 10 CLAIMS FILED BY OR AGAINST INDIVIDUALS

Cause of action

contract
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

goods and services
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

moftgages
* as plaintiff
- as defendant

negligence
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

negotiable instruments
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

1909

40 0Â

31 0Á

12 o/o

19 o/o

50ó
5%

6 o/o

1 o/o

10 o/t

17 o/n

1919

38 0,6

42 0Â

70Á
704

70Á
8%

BoÁ
3oÃ

I o/e

12 o/D

1929

26 0Ã

33 o/o

50Á
60Ã

6 016

13 o/r

20 0a

'11 0Ã

I o/ù

12 o/o

1939

19 0Á

22 0Á

204
5 o/t

3 o/e

90Á

49 0Á

32 o/o

30Ã
70Ã

According to Table 10 changes in litigation pãtterns involving individuals affected plaintiffs and

defendants in very nearly the same way. And some of these changes werê quite dramatic.

Although the involvement of individuals in contract claims fell, the decrease in actions

undertaken was 21% while for those defended it was only g%. For litigation involving goods and

serv¡ces, moftgages and negotiable ¡nstruments thê changes for both plaintiffs and defendants

were reasonably similar. The change in pattern for negligence actions, however, was significant.

Not only did individuals file 43oÃ more claims, they were named as defendants 31 0,6 more ofren.

ln 1909 negligence suits represented just 60,6 of claims filed by individuals and contract actions

400,6. By 1939 contract litigation had decreased to 19% and negligence had grown to a very
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significant 49%. Almost as dramatic were changes affecting individual defendants. ln 1909

individuals were defendants in negligence su¡ts only 1% of the time. Thirty years later one of
thrce claims involving individual defendants was grounded in an allegation of negligence.

The following table describes litigation filed by and against corporations. As was the case for
individuals, changes in litigation patterns were usually similar for plaintiffs and defendants. The
degree of change, however, was ofren quite different. The only exceptions to this general¡zation

were contract and negligence actions. ln both these instances litigation rates moved in opposite
directions.

Table 11 CLAIMS FILED BY OR AGAINST CORPORATIONS

Causes of action

contract
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

goods and seryices
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

moftgage
- as plaintiff
' as defêndant

negligence
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

negotiable instruments
- as plaintiff
- as defendant

1909

12 0Á

20 0a

32 0Á

24 0Ã

6 o/o

3 olo

1 ô/r

19 o/Ð

33 0Á

8rÁ

1919

35%
26 0Ã

9%
10 t/î

'11 0/o

5 o/o

10Ã
16 o/o

21 0Á

7 a/e

1929

29 o/o

13 0Ã

BoÁ
5 016

2A olo

3 o/o

2 o/a

29 o/o

22 olo

11 0Â

1939

24 o/t

15 o/o

1A o/o

1oÁ

27 0Ã

6 o/o

54 0Å,

17 o/o

5 o/t

Although in America contract litigation was in a trend downward over the first one-third of the

twentieth century, this study indicates that for corporations ihe movement was in the opposite
direction' By 1939 corporate plaint¡ffs were twice as likely to undertake contract litigation than
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they had been in 1909 but 5% less likely to defend such actions. Claims involving goods and

$ervicês and negotiable instruments declined for both plaintiffs and defêndânts, with the decline

in goods and services being the more significant (a decrease of 22o/o as plaintiffand 23% as

defendant). Mortgage actions moved in a different direction and the change was dramatic.

Although claims involving corporate defendants doubled, from 30,6 in 1 909 to 6% in 1 939,

litigation filed increased by more than 400%. Less dramatic but perhaps no less significant were

chânges in the number of negligence claims defended. ln 1909 such actions, at 19oÃ, were the

third highest involving corporate defendants. By 1939 more than one-half of claims filed against

corporations were based upon an allegation of negligence.

Comparison of Õhanges in Patterns

The changing pattern of litigation ínvolving individuals and corporations as both plaintiffs and

defendants is even more clearwhen changes affecting each are compared. Contract litigation in

1909 represented just under one-half of claims filed by individuals. ln 1 939 the rate of such

litígation had declined by 53oó. This change is consistent with the findings of Galanter and

Young referred to earlier. For corporations change in such litigation involved an increase of

50%. This change is also consistent with the fact that in America, by mid-century, contract

claims were being increasingly undertaken by businesses. Goods and services and negotiable

instt'ument actions, however, declined for both individuals and corporations. Another dramatic

shift in pattern involved mortgage actions. ln 1909 mortgage eompanies as such had little roleto

play in the coud procêss. Only 6% per cent of claims filed by corporations in that year involved

mortgage disputes. For individual plaintiffs the figure was 5%. By 1939 mortgage litigation

undertaken by individuals had declined by 20,6 but claims involving corporate plaintiffs

increased by 450%. These changes suggest that individual money lenders had been replaced

by corporate financial institutions.

By anal¡zing causes of action more likely to be litigated by corporations than individuals it was

possible to test two hypotheses: that of Hurst that the law was a tool used by some to promote

their own self-interests and that of Galanter, that claims pitting those with experience and

wealth (corporations) against those with little of either invariably were decided in favour of the
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former. Neither Hurst nor Galanter, however, suggested that using the court system effectively

could be determined from analyzing the amount of litigation undertaken. This study suggests it
was how courts were used rather than how often that was significant. The following data

describes the results produced when the Hurst and Galanter hypotheses were tested by
examining changes in patterns of litigation according to the six most litigated causes of action,

type of litigant (either individual or corporation) and whether the litigant was plaintiff or

defendant.

Table 12 CAUSE oF AÕTION ACCoRD|NG To TypE OF pLAtNTtFF

As % for each cause 1909 1919 1929 1939

Gontract
- individual
- corporation

Debt
- individual
- corporation

Goods and serviees
- individual
- corporation

Mortgage
- individual
- corporation

Negligence
- individual
- corporation

Negotiable instruments
- individual
- corporation

89%
11 olo

70 0Ã

30 0Á

47 0Á

53%

66 0/6

34 o/o

90 016

1A o/o

68 016

32 o/î

76 0;6

24 o/t
68 0,6

32 0Á

92 0A

B%

59 0Á

41 0A

41 olù

59 0Á

96%
4oÁ

45 0A

65%

79 0Á

21 o/o

87 olo

13 0Á

54 0Ã

46 0Ã

37 0Ã

63 0Á

1OO o/o

0 016

45 o/i

54 0A

70 o/o

30 016

69%
31 0Â

65%
35 0,6

96 0Á

40Á

53 0,6

47 0'6

Four out of the six causes described in Table 12 fit patterns described earlier in this chapter
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Between 1909 and 1939 individuals had become less involved in undertaking litigation

involving contracts, mortgagês and negotiable inshuments and more involved as plaintiffs in

negligence suits. Iwo anomalies were claims involving debt and goods and services. On

balance then, this data are consistent with two of the conclusions reached in American studies.

First, over the course of the first half of the twentieth century negligence actions made up the

bulk of litigation undertaken by individuals. And second, during the same period commercial

claims involved corporations more often and individuals less often.

The last table in this chapter describes findings which resulted from comparing litigation

patterns according to cause of action and type of defendant.

Table 13

Confract
- individual
- eorporation

Debt
- individual
- corporation

Goods and services
- individual
- corporation

Mortgage
- individual
- eorporation

Negligence
- individual
- corporation

Negof iable instruments
- individual
- corporation

EAUSE OF ACTION ACCORDING TO TYPE OF DEFENDANT

1909

90%
1A o/e

83%
17 o/t

82 0,6

18 0Á

91 o/o

90Á

22 nÂ

78 o/î

93%
7 o/o

1919

87 OA

13 o/o

94 o/o

6 o/t

75 o/o

25 0Ã

BB%
12 o/o

4A o/a

60 016

BB OÂ

12 o/o

91 o/o

I D/o

81 0Á

19 0Ã

94 0Ã

60Á

60%
4ö õ,6

81 0Ã

19 o/o

84 0Á

'16 0Â

94 0Á

60Ã

85 0Ã

15 o/o

68%
32 ô/î

1929 1939

1OO oA 79 o/o

ooÃ 21 0Ã

84 0Á

16 0Á
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Patterns for both individuals and corporations were consistent for five of six causes. The

number of claims involving corporations âs both plaintiff and defendant increased between

1909 and '1939 for contract, negotiable instrument and mortgage actions and decreased for

goods and services and negligence suits. ln the ease of debt, litigation filed by corporate

plaintiffs decreased by 17oÁ while that involving them as defendants increased by 4o/o.For

individuals the patterns were the same but trends were in the opposite direction. For example,

individuals filed 10% fewer contract claims in 1939 than they had thirty years earlier, and

corporations 100,6 more. Similarly, individuals were 6% less likelyto be named as defendants in

contract disputes and corporations 60,6 more.

Ultimately, this data offer further confirmation that by 1939 corporations undertook substantially

mote commercial litigation than lndividuals. Ihe only area in which eorporate litigants were

significantly active as defendants wêre in negligence disputes.
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CHAPTER FOUR

OCCUPATION OF LITIGANTS

ln his 1986 study of commercial litigation in West Virginia, Frank Munger suggested that

'the social characteristics of litigants may account for the various patterns of litigation

arnong different types of l¡tigants." (32) Munger referred to Galanter's 'one-shotter' and

'repeat playel theory before noting that, despite the orthodox suggestion that the status

of a plaintiff or defendant has a significant effect on the outcome of litigation, it has

stimulated little empirical research. This thesís attempts to fill that void by seeking

answers to a number of questions. Did the 'working classes' of 191 9, for instance, use

the court system in a different way than professionals or corporations? Ðid courts treat

them differently? What do the answers to these questions say about the litigation

process? Despite the fact that no effort is made to extrapolate the findings of this thesis to

society at large, in some ways the conclusions implicitly reveal much about how society

in Winnipeg worked between 1909 and 1939. Although the actual number of claims filed

by labourers, fiarmers and members of other occupations traditionally thought of as being

paÉ of the'working classes' cannot be said to represent all the claims that existed in a

given period of time, the ättitude people held towards the litigation procêss undoubtedly

reflected their belief in how they would be treated by courts.

Guiding much of the analysis in this chapter is the desire to têst one now generally

accepted hypothesis that the decision by an individual whether to litigate or not is

influenced in large measure by constraints of t¡me and money (33) and another that

individuals with more time and/or money make more effective use of the legal system

than those with little of either. This study will suggest that although this may have been

the case in some American jurisdictions, in Winnipeg it was not.

Methodology

To facilitate the analysis of litigation aceording to the 'status' of litigants, court records

are first grouped according to occupation of plaintiff and defendant. Then a determination
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is made of the most active litigants for each year of the study. Although litigants are

divided into more than two hundred and fifty occupational ,groups,, to make

the data more manageable, only litigation patterns affecting the ten most active are

examined in depth. once a determination is made of who these active litigants were,

claims involving each were sub-divided according to plaintifis and defendants and further

sub-divided according to whether they were individuals or corporations. ultimately, every

statement of claim filed in '1909, 1919, 1929 and 1909 has been grouped according to

occupation and type, and the results then analyzed for patterns of change.

Table l4

As % of all claims filed

merchants
farmers
marlied women
lawyers
real êstate agenVbrokers
contractors
labourers
banks
widows
moÉgage companies

MOST ACTIVE LITIGANTS AS PLAINTIFFS

1909

13 0Ã

7 o/a

60Ã
5 o/e

BoÁ

50Á
40Á
60Á
2 o/o

19't9

70Ã
13 0Ã

70Ã
4 o/Ð

5%
40Ã
2 ols

304
3 o/o

5 o/o

60Ã
704
BoÁ
4 o/î

1 o/o

5 ola

30Ã
3 o/o

5 o/o

60a

4o.Á

7 o/o

11 o/o

30Á

2 o/o

6oÃ
30Á
50Ã
4 o/o

1929 1939

ln '1909 the five most active litigants according to occupation were merchants, real estate

agents/brokers, farmers, married women and banks. Thirty years later merchants had

gone from number one to five, real estate agents/brokers dropped offthe scale with less

than 1 % of claims filed, farmers moved up from number three to become the second

most act¡ve litigants, married women went from number four to number one and banks

from three to a tie for seventh. This data suggest change was both consistent and
progressive, with three exceptions. An example of how consistent patterns of change

were was evidenced in an analysis of actions begun by merchants. ln f g0g this group

filed 13% of all litigation undertaken. ln 1 9 1 9 they filed 7%, ten years later 60,6 and ten
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years after that 40Ã.The pattern for manied women was similar, but progression was in

the opposite direction, from 60,6 to 70Á to 8% and finally to 110,6. The three exceptions

were farmers, contractors and moÉgage companies. Foreach a change in kend was

more a hiccup than a substantive shift in focus.

Results of Analysis

The data say three things about the nature of changing social realities. First, as a group,

those occupations which formed a 'middle class' (merchants, lawyers, contractors and

real estate agents and brokers) filed increasingly fewer law suits while those occupations

comprising a 'working class' (farmers and labourers) filed the same or more. Second, as

Winnipeg became more settled over the first half of the 20th century, that group which

had been most aot¡ve in real estate speeulation (real estrate agents and brokers) became

substantially less litigious. And third, the role females played in the court process both

expanded and increased, so much so that by 1939 they had become the single most

litigious group.

While it was not possible to determine the social or economic status of litigants from

rêv¡êw¡ng court records, it was not unlikely merchants, lawyers and real estate agents

and brokers were members of Winnipeg's middle class. The status of contractors,

however, was less clear, but probably lay somewhere between that of labourer and

manager, depending upon the scale of busíness engaged in. Litigation undertaken by

these three groups in 1909 involved nearly one out of four claims filed (230,6). yet three

decades latter it represented only g%. court rècords do not tell us why this was the case,

but the answer may lie in changes to the banking system and the way debts were

secured. As unsecured promissory notes and bills of exchange gave way to real proper$

and chattel mortgages, transactions involving those who advanced goods or services

became more secure, lessening the need for members of the middle class to face the

expense and r¡sks associated with using the courts.

The nature ofthe change in litigation patfern affecting real estate agents and brokers was
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different. ln a majority of claims litigated in 1909 and 1919 they sued as owners of real

properly. They more than any other group were front and centre in real estate speculation

in winnipeg. court records indicate that the litigation which had been a part of doing

business in the first years of the twentieth century had by 1 929 become a rarity and by

1939 virtually non-existent. lt may be that the way real estrafe agents and brokers did

business between beh¡veen 1909 and 1 939 was direcfly reflected in the litigation with

which they became, or failed to become, involved.

Members of three occupational groups filed more litigation in 1939 than in 1909. Of

these, two involved females. Between the first and last years of this study the amount of
litigation undertaken by married women increased by 830,6 and actions involving widows

by 1500,6. Claims involving the third group, labourers, increased from 40Ã to 60,6. The role

played by females in the court system became even more apparent when claims filed by

both manied women and widows are treated as litigation undertaken by a single group.

ln 1909 lawsuitsfiled bythis group represented B% of claimsfiled. By 1939that number

doubled.

when the findings in Table 15 are compared with the data described in the preceding

table, the most litigious groups were just as likely to sue as be sued.

Table 15 MOST ACTIVE LITIGANTS AS DEFENDANTS

as % of all claims filed

farmers
merchants
contractors
married women
real estate agents/brokers
agenb
street ra¡lways
mun icipalities

1S09

13 0,6

12 0Á

10%
90Ã
4 o/o

40Ã
104
1 o/s

1919

14 o/o

90Á
7 olo

I þ/t

7 o/o

2 o/o

I o/o

1 o/o

1929

12 olo

7 olo

60Á
11 0Á

20Ã
2 o/n

20Ã
30Á

1939

11 0A

goÃ

4 o/o

?":

20Á
30Á
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The only groups described in Table 14 not amongst the most active defendants were

banks, widows and labourers. The litigious activ¡ty of labourers is especially interesting.

ln 1909 they were the eighth most lifigious group and by 1 939 had become the third.

Notwithstanding their propensity fo sue, however, over the period of this study they were

relatively seldom sued, a fact which contradicts Galanter's 'one'shot' theory.

The data described in Table 15 suggests farmers and merchants, the two most active

defendants in 1909, were also the two most active defendants in 1939, although the

number of actions involving them had declined slíghtly. Married women werê defendants

in 9% of claims filed in both the first and last year of this study while those involving

contractors decreased by 6%. The status of real estate agents and brokers has already

been discussed and conclusions advaneed earlier are confirmed. ln 1909 this group was

the fifth most active defendant. By 1939 they were defendants in less than one-half of

one percent of claims tiled. The only groups sued more ofren in 1939 than in 1909 were

street railways and municipalities. For each the increase was 1%, largely attributable to

the rise in negligence litigation.

Pâtterns of e hange described in Table 15 are very similar for each group. W¡th few

exceptions, change was again slight but progressive.

The following table suggests that if the litigation level of a group declined when members

were involved in the court process as plaintiff, it also declined when they were involved

as defendant. And almost always the rates of change, regardless of whether they

involved an increase or decrease, were slight but progressive.

The findings described in the following table are produced by examining litigation

involving eight occupational groups in their capacity as both plaintiff and defendant. The

eight chosen (merchants, real estate agents/brokers, farmers, marriêd women,

contractors, labourers, lawyers and widows) were all active litigants and with the

exception of real estate agents/brokers and lawyers, their activity level extended over all
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or most of the thirty year period of this study.

Table 16 COMPARISON oF AcTtVtTy LEVELS OF ACTIVE LtTtGANTs

as % of all claims

merchants
- plaintiff
- defendant

real estate agenUbrokers
- pfaintiff
- defendant

farmers
- plaintiff
- defendant

married women
- plaintiff
- defendant

contractors
- plaintiff
- defendant

labourer
- plaintiff
- defendant

lawyer
- plaintiff
- defendant

widows
- plaintiff
- defendant

1909

13 0A

1?- oÁ

B%
40Á

7 o/o

13 0A

1919

70a
I o/o

5%
70Ã

13 0Á

14 0Á

604
7 o/o

4 o/a

I oÁt

1929 1939

10Á
2 o/î

7 0'6

B 0,6

6 016

9%

5 o/o

10 o/o

5 016

2o.Ã

20Á
1 oÁ)

40Ã
7 o/o

2 o/o

1 olî

4 0,6

2 o/o

30Ã
10Á

7 olo

12 0Ã

8%
11 0A

50Á
60Â

3 016

2 o/o

40Á
1 o/o

7 o/o

11 o/o

11 o/o

90Á

20Ã
4 o/t

6 0/6

3 o/ú

:.:

4o4
2 o/î

50a
2 olt

5%
10Â

Earlier it was suggested that this study indicates three things: first, as members of the
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'middle class'filed fewer and fewer law suits members of the'working class'filed more;

second, overtime real estate agents and brokers became less litigious; and third, by

1939 women had become the most active group involved in the litigation process. The

above data support all three conclusions.

Class Analysis

Members of what has been referred to as the middle class (merchants, lawyers, real

estate agents/brokers and contractors) were plaintifls in 230,6 of claims flled in 1g09 and

defendants in24oÁ. By 1939 they were plaintiffs in g% and defendants in 13%. lt is clear,

then, that members of this group were all less involved in litigation at the end of this
study than they had been at the beginning. Farmers and labourers, on the other hand,

had become slightly more involved as plaintiffs (11oß lo 130,,6) and slightly less as

defendants (15% to 140,6). Although these results supportthe suggestion that members

of the working class became more actively involved in the court process as the

involvement of members of the middle class decreased, more significanfly, the data

would seem to offer a reason why this was the case. The involvement of merchants,

lawyers and contractors in litigation declined between 1909 and j939. This may be

attributed to the fact that as banking and credit arrangêments became more soph¡sticated

and secure the need for those providing goods and services to engage in time

consuming and expensive court battles lessened. Farmers and labourers, on the other

hand, had never been significantly involved in litigation over the provision of either goods

or services, and since they were seldom defendants in such actions, changes in banking

and credit had little effect on them.

It can also be argued that real estate agents and brokers became less involved in filing

statements of claim as the grounds for filing them, land speculation, slowly disappeared.

This can be seen in the data described in Table 15. Virtually all contract actions involved

land- Claims naming agents and brokers as defendants invariably contained allegations

that the two had failed to follow through on a commitment to either buy or sell property in

their personal rather than professional capacity. court documents make it clear that they
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were usually sued as speculators, not as realtors. When real estrate speculation as an

economic enterprise became less significant, disputes over the buying and selling of

land less ofren ended in courtrooms and actions involving agents and brokers became

almost non-existent. By 1939 the few claims filed by or against them involved arguments

over commissions.

Merchants and Married Women

When the activity level of various groups was compared over the entire period of this

study, two statistics stand out - the dramatic decrease in litigation involving merchants as

plaintiffs and the almost equally dramatic increase in claims filed by married women and

widows. When these last two groups are treated as one, by 1g3g they become by far the

most active group user of the court system. They would have filed 160,6 of all claims and

been named as defendants in 11oÃ. Problems associated wíth making generalizations

from this kind of analysis will be discussed in Chapter Five, and the methodological

approach to litigation involving females reformulated, but some findings are worth

discussing even at this stage. As early as 1929, for instance, 260ó of law suits involved

women as either plaintiffor defendant. This meant that ten years before the outbreak of

World War ll females, described in courT documents as either married women or widows,

were already named litigants in one out of every four Statements of Claim.

While such data do not suggest how courts treated females, the fact that their

involvement in the court process increased steadily over a thirty year period, while that of

almost every other group decreased suggests that women had begun to perceive

litigation as a means by which they could achieve a desired end, whatever that end might

be. Had courts been thought of as unwilling to treat females in the way females expected

to be treated, it is not likely that their use of the system would have shown such a steady

increase. Having said that, such data have little relevance unless it is considered in the

context of the marital status of female lit¡gants. ln the next chapter the the issue of

women and litigation is examined in depth, but at the risk of being repetitive the following

data has been used to provide an overview of actions involving females in one of their
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four capacities. ln almost all cases, reference to co-litigants is reference to a spouse.

Table 17

As oÁ of claims
involving females

Sole plaintiff
Co-plaintiff

Sole defendant
eo-defendant

FËMALE LITIGANTS

1909 1919

77 o/o

23 o/o

4A o/t

60 0Ã

82 0Ã

1B o/o

34 o/a

66%

1929

74 0Ã

26 0Ã

28 olo

72 olù

1939

50 0Á

50 0Á

41 0Ã

59 0Á

ln 1909 three-quanêrs of all law suits initiated by females involved them as sole plaintiffs.

Thirty years later they were sole plaintiffs only one-half of the time. The number of claims

involving females as sole defendants was virtually identical in both 1g0g and 193g. An
explanation fot lhe 27oÃ change in the status of females as plaintiffs is offered in the next

chapter, but it should be noted that the increased litigiousness of females was as co-

litigant rather than as litigants in their own right. This fact suggests that married women

may well have become increasingly involved in litigation as a consequence of becoming

more intimately involved in the activities of their husbands, since claims filed bythe
latter usually invofved the former.

Merchants filed 1 3% of all claims in I g09 and only 40/î in I 939, but what does this say

about the changing nature of litigation involving merchants? To answer this kind of
question, claims involving each occupational group are sub-divided according to their
involvement in the court process as either plaintiff or defendant. Regardless of whether
the number of claims involving a particular group increased or decreased, by examining
patterns of change it is possible to determine whether groups were using the court

system or being used by it. The following table describes the results of this analysis.

claims involving only the ten groups most active in litigation were examined. By type this
included two corporations (banks and mortgage companies) and eight individuals
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(merchants, farmers, married women, lawyers, real estate agents/brokers, contractors,

labourers, and widows.

Table'18

merchant
- plaintiff
- defendant

farmer
- plaintiff
- defendant

married women
- plaintiff
- defendant

lawyer
- plaintiff
- defendant

real estate agentlbroker
- plaintiff
- defendant

contractor
- plaintiff
- defendant

labourer
- plaintiff
- defendant

bank
- plaintiff
- defendant

widow
- plaintitr
- defendant

TYPE OF LITIGANT BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUP

1909

450Á
55 0'6

30 o/o

70 0Á

33 0Á

67 o/a

66 0Ã

34 o/"

42 0Ã

580Ã

28%
72 o/t

57 0A

43 0Ã

88 0Á

12 olo

63 0,6

37 0Ã

1919

38 0Á

62 o/o

42 0Á

58 0é

41 olo

59 oÁ

62 o/o

38 0Á

4A o/o

60 0Á

32 0A

68 0ó

53 0,6

47 o/a

71 0Ã

39 0Ã

64 0Ã

36 0,6

1929

41 o/o

59 0Á

32 o/o

68 0,6

39 0Ã

61 0Á

7A o/î

30 olî

35 o/r

65 0Á

40 o/o

60%

54 0Á

46 o/o

82 o/o

18oÁ

1939

30 016

7A o/û

35 0Á

65 0Ã

520Á
48 oÃ

ï,:""o

33 0Á

67 o/o

62 0Ã

38%

100 % 1000h
00Á 00Á

73 0'6

27 0Á
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mortgagê companies
- plaintifi
- defendant

1OO o/o 1AA o/D

OoÁ O o/o

According to this data lawyers, labourers, banks, widows and mortgage companies more

ofren used the court system as plaintiff while merchants, farmers, marr¡ed women, real

estate agents/brokers and contractors were usually involved as defendant. with three

exceptions the involvement each group had with the court system as either plaintiff or

defendant was consistent over the entire thirty year period ofthe study. Labourers,

banks, widows and mortgage companies were usually plaintiffs and the number of claims

with which each was involved was relatively constant. Farmers, real estate

agents/brokers and contractors were usually defendants and their involvement with the

court system was also relatively constant. The three exceptions were lawyers, merchants

and manied womên.

The finding that lavvyers were morê often plaintiffs than defendants was less significant

than the fact that their involvement as such increased by 34o/o between 1 909 to 1939, a

time when litigation levels of most other groups remained relatively constant. Merchants

were another group with a significant shift in activity level, except their involvement was

usually as defendant and the increase in activity was from b5% bTAoÃ. The third

exception was married women. The data indicate as married women undertook litigation,

they usually did so as plaintiffs. ln 1909 married women were plaintiffs 330,6 of the time.

By 1939 that figure had risen to 520,6. But as will be shown in Chapter Five, the

involvement of manied women, whether as plaintiffs or defendants, was primarily as the

spouse of a co-litigant.

Labourers and Farmers

But perhaps the most striking result of this analysis involved the contrasting roles played

by labourers and farmers. Between 1909 and 1g3g both became five per cent more likely

to sue rather than be sued. And while there is little if any evidence in court records to
$uggest labourers and farmers had not acquired significant amounts of either or both

85 0,6

'i.5 o/o
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money or experience w¡th courts, to legal historians like Galanter and Friedman neither
group would be considered as'likely'to have done so as groups higher up the socio-

economic ladder. As'have not's'theywould seem a natural fit for Galanter's 'one'shotter'

theory. But if farmers fit the mold, labourers did not.

For Galanter's hypothesis to be correct, both groups should have defended claims more

often than having initiate them. Yet this was not the case. From the beginning to the end

of this study labourers were more likely to be plaintiffs than defendants, and by 1939

quite dramatically so. Although court records did not indicate whether labourers were

members of Winnipeg's industrial work¡ng class, they did make it clear that they were at

least residents of the city. lf the abuses of the legal system which arguably took place

following the Winnipeg General Shike were as significant as has been suggested by

some soeiaf historians, it would not have been surprising if labourers had become less

inclined to use courts. ln fact this did not happen. Between 1919, the year in which the

strike took place, and '1939 the number of cases involving labourers increased by 30,6 but

the chances that a law suit would involve a labourer as plaintiff increased by g%. This

would suggest that Galanter's theory had no consistent application to the Winnipeg of

the I 920s and 1930s. Labourers were one member of the working class who were not

hesifant to use courts to advance or defend perceived rights.

Before analyzing the contrasting ways various groups managèd litigation, claims

involving corporations are examined. The following table describes the relative activity

level of the most active ten.

Table 19

plaintiffs

banks
municipalities
railways
merchants
land

MOST ACTIVE CORPORATE PLAINTIFFS

't909

37 0Â

2 o/r

B 016

16 o/o

6 o/o

1919

12nÁ
5%
10Ã
4 a/o

40Ã

f929

1Õ olo

:i
50Á

1939

18 0'6
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tnsurance
trust companies
mortgage
finance
building supply

actual claims

2 o/o

20Á

60Â
5%

163

104
204
24 o/o

10Ã
2 o/o

218

90Á
12 0Á

21 0Â

40Á
30Ã

146

I o/o

11 o/o

22 0Ã

20Á
40Á
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The weakness of this data is that so little litigation was undertåkên by corporations that

sub-dividing the few claims filed into occupational groups means that one or two claims

could change the status of a corporate plaintiff from an insignificant participant in the

litigation process to a major player. To overcome this problem, claims involving the most

active corporate plaintiffs were comparêd with those involving the same litigants as

defendants. This examination makes more complete the statistical picture described in

Table 19. ln Table 20 law suits have been divided according to whether they were filed

by or against a corporation. The numbers in brackets represent the tohl number of

claims filed per year.

Table 20 TYPE OË LITIGANT ACCORDING To CORPORATE GROUP|NG

claims involving each group 1909

banks

19'19 1929 1939

- plaintiff
- defendant

municipalities
- plaintiff
- defendant

railways and street railways
- plaintiff
- defendant

merchants
- plaintiff
- defendant

91 o/o

g olo

(64

94 olo

60Ã
(16)

16 o/o

84 0A

(25)

73 0Á

27 0h

(37)

39%
61 %
(28)

40Á
96 0ó

(23)

91 0Â

90Á
(1 1)

25 0A

75 0Ã

(16)

OoÁ O o/o

1000Ã laooß
(14) (10)

ooÃ
100 0,6

(0) (2)

21 o/o

79 oÃ

(re)

30%
70 0Á

(44)

84 0A

16 0A

(31)

750Á
25 0Ã

(12)
60



land companies
- plaintiff
- defendant

insurance
- plaintiff
- defendant

trust
- plaintiff
- defendant

mortgage
- plaintiff
- defendant

finance
- plaintiff
- defendant

building supply
- plaintiff
- defendant

100 0,,6 92 0Á

ODÃ 8OA
(31) (13)

460Á 1000.Á
54 oÃ O ola

(13) (1)

63 0A

37 0Ã

(16)

27 0Á

73 Vo

(r 1)

50 0Á

50 0Á

(6)

ó;ot

64 0Â

36 0ó

(14)

100 %
O o/o

(B)

67 o/o

33 o/o

(6)

87 o/t

13 0Ã

(60)

100 %
ooÁ
(1)

8B oh

12 o/t

(B)

81 0Ã

'lg o/o

(21)

57 0Á

43 0Ã

(7)

100 0a

ooa
(6)

10a oÃ

ooÁ
(2)

(0)

82 0Á

18 oÁ

(1 1)

33 a/o

67 o/o

(ô)

68 oó 42 0Ã

320Á 38 %(re) (2)

67 s/t

33%
(6)

This data suggest that corporations involved in selling or lend¡ng were invariably
plaintiffs more ofren than defendants. lncluded in this category were banks, merchants,

land companies, mortgage companies, suppliers of building materials and finance and

trust companies. There were only two exceptions to thís generalization. ln 192g finance
companiès were plaintiffs in only six of the thirteen suits with which they were involved

and in 1939 merchants were defendants in both claims involving them. Municipalities

and railways were the two groups most likely to be a defendant and a third, insurance

companies, were morê likely to be defendants in two of the four years studied. Almost

without exception, actions against municipalities and railways involved allegations of
negligence and those aga¡nst insurance companies a breach of contract. This data

suggest seven of the ten most act¡ve corporate litigants used courts as either a collection
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agency or as a 'debt registry' where an action was f¡led to give record in anticipation of

act¡vating the suif when and it a default later occurs. The remaining three entered the
judicial arena as a result of an alleged breach of duty owed the general public.

Stages at Which Law Suits Ended

ln Chapter Two law suits were analyzed according to the stage at which they were

discontinued. ln the first year for this study 21o/o on all claims discontinued before a

Defence was filed, 16% went no further after and 21oÁ ended with default judgments.

The same approach is used in analyzing litigants according to occupation. statements

of claim filed by each of the eight most active litigants, regardless of whether they were

individuals or corporations, are examined according to the stage at which an action

ended. The results are then compared for each year ofthe study. ln braekets is the

average for all plaintiffs, without regard to their level of activity. This analysis is engaged

in for claims which went no further after a statement of claim was filed, for those dropped

or seffled informally afrer a statement of Defence was filed, for those which resulted in a

default judgment, for those which proceeded all the way to trial, for those which were

discontinued by a formal Notice of Discontinuance, for those which were dismissed by

court order and finally, for those which ended with the taking out of a writ of Attachment.

Table 21 LAW SUITS DISCONTINUED AFTER CLAIM FILED

1909

(21oÁ)

20 o/o

28 0h

2A oÁ

B 016

220Ã
16 o/o

32 0Ã

15 0Á

1919

(22oÁ)

27 0A

17 0Ã

16 o/t

6%
3s%
48 oÁ

25 o/o

33 0Á

10 0a

19 olt

17 o/t

20 o/o

33 016

29 olo

11 o/o

7 o/o

25 0Ã

I o/o

12 0Á

ooÂ

36 0Á

6o4
11 0Á

1929 1939

(19oÁ) (13oÁ)Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks
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The data suggests labourers were the least and lawyers the most likely to discont¡nue an

action after filing a statement of claim. ln I 909 at the first stage of the litigation process

labourers dropped or settled claims informally only B% of the time. Widows, on the other

hand, were four times as likely to discontinue. Ten years later labourers discontinued 60,6

of claims filed while lawyers filed then discontinued just about 500,6 of the time. ln the last

year of this study not a single action was filed by a labourer and then informally settled or

discontinued. Whether this means lawyers were better at negotiating out of court

settlements than labourers is not clear, but there is no question that claims filed by

labourers were informally settled or discontinued less often than claims involving all other

occupational groups.

ïable22 LAW SUITS DISCONTINUED AFTËR DEFENCE FTLED

Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

1909

(160Ã)

16 o/o

17 0'6

27 0A

26 0ß

12 0Ã

12 0Á

0%
10 o/o

1919

(2AoÁ)

24 0Ã

27 0'6

31 0Á

35 0Á

240ß
15 0Á

8 o/o

11 0Ã

1929

(170,6)

3'l oÁ

12 o/o

11 0ß

40 o/o

25 o/o

19 0ó

18 oÃ

27 0A

1939

(17o/o)

6 0/6

18 0Á

33 0Á

12 o/o

18 olo

18 o/o

11 o/o

The group most likely to discontinue an action after a Statement of Defence was filed

were labourers. The least likely to do so, widows. According to this data, labourers went

from being the least likely to drop a law suit after filing a claim to the most likely to do so

when a defense was filed. For widows the opposite occurred. ln 1909, although they

discontinued actions 320,6 of the time at the f¡rst stage of the litigation process, when a

statement of Defence was filed they almost always went at least one step further. But the

data are perhaps most suggestive in terms of labourers. ln every year except one this

group was amongst the most likely to discontinue informally an action when a defence
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was filed and in 1929 did so 400,6 of the time. Ten years later, however, they were

amongst the groups least likely to discontinue. when this finding was compared to the

1939 data described in Table 21, it appeared labourers had become the most committed

of active litigants, not once dropping a claim before a statement of Defence was filed and

only 12oÁ of the time thereafrer, For lawyers the figures were 360,6 and 1BoÁ. When a

defence was filed, lawyers dropped 540,6 of their claims.

Table 23

Average

merchant
marríed women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

LAW SUITS ENDING IN DEFAULT JUDGMENT

1909

(2'lo/o)

23 o/o

15%
11 0Á

26 0Â

12 o/î

24 o/e

37 0Á

28 0Á

1919

(22oÁ)

18 o/o

25 0,6

15 0Á

12 olî

24 0Á

24 o/o

28 o/o

30 olo

1929

(24o/o)

24 0Á

17 olo

20 o/o

20 o/o

13 0',6

19 o/o

29 o/o

27 o/n

1939

(16%)

6 o/o

70Á
13 0Á

6 o/"

90Á
18 oÁ

1'l oÁ

These data sugge$t three things. First, widows were the most likely to obtain a deiault
judgment in every year of the study except 1g19. second, the data for farmers looks like

a bell curve. Default judgments went from 1 1 oÁ in 1 909, 15% in 1 91 9 and 2eoÃ in 1 939

before declining aga¡n to 130Á in 1939. And third, between 1909 and 1939 default

iudgments increased for only one group. As judgments obtained by labourers declined

by 2o0'6 and those granted widows, merchants, banks and fauryers between ls and 1g%,

default judgments awarded farmers actually increased.

This study suggesb that while some groups were inclined to discontinue actions quickly

and informally others were likely to obtain default judgments. Does it necessarily follow

that certain groups were more inclined to go to tríal than others? some American studies

referred to earlier suggest banks and lawyers, for example, were more likely to use the
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coud system to their advantage than groups lower down the economic ladder, but does

this mean thät there was a greater likelihood actions involving them would go to trial?

The following daia suggest in Winnipeg that this wâs not the case. Both groups

consistently avoided contested hearings, a finding which would appear to contradict

Galanter's assedion that those with money and experience made the most efieetive use

of the judicial proce$s. Trials would seem an accurate barometer of the litigation

management skills of both those with power and those w¡thout.

Table 24

Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

LAW SUITS ÊNDING AT TRIAL

1909

(10oÁ)

13 0Ã

7 olt

13%
B 0'6

16 o/D

6%
11 o/o

10 0Ã

1919

(3%)

30Á
30Á
30Ã
O 0'6

304
ooÃ
B 016

00Á

1929

(10%)

14 0Á

15 olî

17 o/o

ooÃ
80a
10 o/o

21 o/o

7 o/o

1939

(50,6)

ooÃ
11 0Ã

17 0Ã

ooÁ

ooÁ
0 016

O o/o

This data describes the disparity between the way farmers and labourers, arguably

members of thê same 'working class', managed litigation. Farmers were amongst the

most litigious of plaintiffs in every year of this study, and particularly so in 1939. ln that
year actions involving six out of eight groups proceeded to trial less than one-half of one

per cent of the time. seventeen per cent of claims involving farmers were eventually

heard by a judge. Labourers were on average the least likely to go to trial. Between 1909

and 1939 there was only a 2o/o chance that a law suit filed by a labourer would end in a

contested hearing. Lawyers and banks were right behind at 4 and 4 1/4% respectively.

What does this suggest? For one thing, it suggests that there was no evidenee that

Galanter's 'have's'were using the court system to gain an advantage over'have not's'. ln

täct, the opposite appeared to be the case. And it also suggested by 1g39 only married
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women and farmers were still actively pursuing actions all the way to trial. over the

period of this study both of these groups increased by 4% the number of times thêy wênt

to trial.

Although court records often did not indicate whether actions discontinued informally

were settled or merely dropped, materials contained in file pockets help to explain. As

noted earlier, Notices of Discontinuance ofren indicated some kind of settlement reached,

while court orders dismissing an action suggested that a setflement was not reached.

whether either of these conclusions is accurate is certainly open for debate, but for the

purposes of the analysis carried out in this chapter formal discontinuances point toward

negotiated sêttlements.

Table 25

Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

LAW SUITS ÐISCONTINUED BY NOTICE

1909

(16oÁ)

17%
24 o/î

10 ols

26 o/o

33%
16 0A

11 o/o

80Á

1919

f 80,6)

12 o/o

17 0A

14 o/t

24 olo

11 0Ã

90ó
16 0Ã

7o.Â

1929

(11o/o)

10%
17 0Á

17 0Ã

7 o/o

17 0Á

10 olo

704
13 DÂ

1939

(25oÁ)

44 0¡6

25 o/o

goÃ

4'l o/o

18 olo

24 o/a

22 olo

ln 1909 banks were the least likely to file a Notice of Discontinuance and did so half as

often as the average plaintiff. By 1939, however, farmers had not only become the least

likely to file a discontinuance, they were three times less likely to do so than average. ln

1939 labourers and merchants wêre the most likely to discontinue by notice, doing so 41

and 44o/o of the time. These llndings produced somêwhat of a mixed picture. over the

entire period of the study the two litigants with the most money and experience,

presumably best able to force or entice a defendant into setfling, were the second and
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third least likely to file a Notice of Discontinuance (remember - a discontinuance was
usually suggestive of an out of court settlement). Banks filed formal notices 12 1t2oÁ o,f

the time and lawyers 13 114. And six out of seven groups formally discontinued more
often in 1 939 than they had in 1909. The only exception was farmers, who filed 20oó

fewer discontinuances in the last year of this study than in the first. lf filing a Notice of
Discontinuance was an accurate indication that some sort of setflement had been

obtained, and if obtaining a setflement was better than not obtaining one, the biggest
winners were merchants and labourers and the biggest losers banks, lawyers and
farmers. lt is only afrer court ordered dismissals are analyzed, however, that a more
accurate p¡cture of w¡nners and losers emerges.

Table 26 LAW SUITS ENDING IN DISMISSALS

Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

1909

(5%)

2 olo

90Á
13 olo

30Á
204
10 o/r

O o/a

5 o/o

1S19

(6%)

9%
80Á
g o/o

12 0,6

3 olo

30Ã
40Ã
70Á

1929

(10oó)

1A o/o

12 olo

17 0,6

O o/s

ooÃ
10 o/o

11 o/D

00Á

1939

(2Ûo/o)

19%
25 0Ã

13 olo

35 016

18 o/o

35 olî

33%

Again, the data described in this table is not consistent with the theory that those with
money and power use the court system more successfully than those with a limited
amount of either. Because having an action dismissed by court order usually suggested
that a plaintiffs law suit was brought to an end without any setflement having been
reached, groups with the highest percentiage of actions dismissed were likely the biggest
losers. lf the theory that those with the most money and experience were usually winners
was valid, one would have expected banks, Iawyers and perhaps merchants to have
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fewer actions dismissed by coufi order than farmers and labourers. ln fact, the findings

were decidedly mixed. while merchants were indeed the least likelyto have an action

dismissed in 1909, labourers were a close second. And while farmers were most likely to

have their claims thrown out by the court, lawyers were right behind in second place. By
1939 the results were the opposite, but the inconsistency remained. Farmers had

become the least likely to have an action dismissed and lawyers again a close second.

The most likely fo suffer a dismissal were labourers and widows at 3soó and banks at

33%. This meant in 1939 one of three claims filed by these last three groups was

dismissed by court order. The only group which did not experience more dismissals in

the last year of this study than in the first were farmers. ln 1909 law suits filed by farmers

we¡e almost three times more likely to be dismissed than claims filed by the average

plaintiff. Thir$ years later such actions were about half as likely to be dismissed.

But if obtaining a judgment was impoÉant, it was nowhere near as important as collecting

on that judgment. The following table describes those most likely to go fhat extra step

and actually attempt to realize on their judgment by taking out a writ of Attachment.

Table 27

Average

merchants
married women
farmers
labourers
contractors
lawyers
widows
banks

LAW SUITS ENDING WITH AWRIT

1909

(110,6)

90Á
ooÃ
7 o/0

30Á
2 o/o

1B o/r

11 o/o

23 o/o

1919

(e%)

60Á
204
13 0Á

12 0A

0oÃ
0%
12 0Á

11 o/n

1929

(s%)

aoÁ
70Ã
A o/o

13 olo

40Ã
10Á
4 olo

20 0Â

1939

(4o,6)

0%
5 o/o

40Ã
6 o/o

aoÁ
A olo

O 0'6

11 0Á

since taking out a writ was both an expensive and relatively sophisticated procedure, it

was not surprising that in 1909 the group most frequenily using it was the litigant
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prêsumed to have the greatest ability to finance litigation. Banks on average used writs

substantially more often than any other plaintiff. But what about lawyers? was there a

reason after that 1909 they were the group least likely to take out a writ of attachment?

The answer may be yes. Because they were both a user of and participant in the judicial

system, lawyers more than any other group wêre aware of the ratio of risk-to-reward. lf

fewer judgment debtors had assets worth seizing, or of sufticient value to offset both a

judgment and the additional costs of realizing upon that judgment, they would know and

likely be the first to refuse to throw good money after bad. yet having said that, it is not

inconsistent that lawyers in their professional capacity would be prepared to pursue on

behalf of paying clients a procedure they would never pursue as plaintiffs on their own

behalf.

A finding which revealed much about the way litigants used the court system results from

an analysis of the type of litigation with which groups became involved. To facilitate this

analysis statements of claim filed by or against a group are categorized according to one

of fifteen causes of action. For ease of description, the eight groups most active in

litigation are then identified and the causes involving each examined. The resulting data

are presented in two ways. First, the fifteen causes of action are reduced to the three

mosf often litigated by each of the eight active litigants and those results described.

Second, all fifteen causes of action ale analyzed according to the three occupational

groups most involved in litigating each and the resulb sub-divided according to whether

áhe litigant was plaintiff or defendant.

Table 28 CAUSES OF ACTION MOST OFTEN LITIGATED

merchants
- goods and services
- negotiable instruments
- contracts

1929 1939

10 0Ã '11 0/a

20 0Ã 10 0Ã

20 % 19 o/o

1909

28 o/e

25 o/D

19 ola

1919

14 0Á

10 0Á

31 o/o
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mArried women
- contracts
- goods and serv¡ces
- negligence

farmers
- contracts
- negotiable instruments
- mortgages

labourers
- contracts
- negligence
- family / estates

contractors
- good and seryices
- contracts
- negligence

lawyers
- contracts
- creditor rights
- mortgagès

widows / spinsters
- contracts
- goods and services
- negligence

banks
- negotiable instruments
- mortgages
' creditor rights

38 0ó

14 0Á

14 0Ã

36 0Á

15 o/î

11 o/o

45 olo

12 0Á

5 o/o

41 0Â

23 0A

4 o/e

41 0Á

13 0Ã

12 0Ã

46 o/o

11 0Á

5 0/6

68 0é

6 o/ù

40Á

51 o/a

60Ã
60Á

44 o/n

1A oÃ

50Ã

30%
24 olo

804

10 o/û

53 o/o

2 o/o

41 aÃ

20Â
80Á

40 olo

70Á
7 0'6

62 o/o

O o/o

6ôÁ

37 o/o

30Á
18 oh

34 o/o

15 0Ã

20 0Ã

28 oÁ

16 olo

11 0Á

14 0Á

36%
70Á

50%
17 o/o

604

37 o/D

304
18 0h

50 0Á

O o/t

13 0Ã

26 0,6

204
34 0Á

33 016

50Á
5tÁ

3 olo

57 ole

8 o/t

goa

37 o/o

26 0Ã

4A o/o

ooÁ
14 0Ã

20 olo

ooÃ
35%

45 0A

27 o/o

90Á

\tvith few exceptions, increases and decreases in litigation are consistent for all groups.

For example, goods and services was one of the three most often litigated causes for
merchants, marr¡ed women, contractors and w¡dows and for all four the number of such

cfaims declined dramatically between 1909 and 1939. Negotiable in$truments was a
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s¡gnif¡cant cause for merchants, farmers and banks and again for all three the number of
cases decrea$êd substantially. Another consistent trend, although going in the opposite

direction, involved negligence claims. Four groups werê active in litigating these actions

and for each the number of claims filed increased dramatically between 1g09 and 1g3g.
ln the case of married women the increase was from 14 ta s4oÁ, for labourers from 12to
57%, for conhactors from 4lo 260Ã and for widows / spinsters from S to 35oÁ.

The American studies discussed earlier suggested contÍact actions declined steadily

over the first half of the twentieth century. with two exceptions, the data in Table 2g

supports that conclusion. contract claims were one of three most litigated causes of
action for seven of eight litigants. For five of these seven, a group which included married

women, farmers, labourers, lawyers and widows, the number of suits filed fell between 3

and 420,6, for merchants remained constant at 19% and for contractors increased by

140Ã.Two causes displaying less consistent results were creditors rights, which

decreased by 13o/o for lawyers while increasing 50,6 for banks, and moftgage actions,

which declined 60,6 for farmers and increased 21 and 20Á respectively for banks and

lawyers.

Finance and Gonsumer Claims

More consistent results are produced when causes of action are analged according to
whether they involved finance or consumer claims. Finance claims have been defined as

actions on negotiable instruments, mortgages and creditor rights. one might expect that
litigat¡on of this type would make up a majority of the claims filed by groups involved in

loaning or collecting monies. And that did in fact prove to be the case. All three finance

actions were causes most litigated by banks, while negotiable inshument claims were

most litigated by merehants and farmers, the former as plaintiff and the latter as

defendant. By 1939, when changes in the banking system arguably made granting credit
less risky, the amount of litigation involving negotiable ,nstruments dropperJ for all three
groups. In 1909 lawyers were even more active than banks in pursuing actions involving

creditors rights and mortgages, although by 1939 banks were the dominant litigant for
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both. Butthe most unexpected finding resulting from this analysis involved the role

played by farmers. unfortunately, at least for farmers, that role was usually as defendant.

ln 1909 I 5% of negotiable instrument actions involved farmers, 12oÁ as defendants.

Eleven per cent of mortgage suits also involved farmers and in all but 20,6 they were

defendants. By 1939 things had not changed much. Farmers were still defendants four

times as often as plaintiffs. The data suggest that those with money and power (banks

and lawyers) were dominant litigants when it came to claims involving money,

particularly when such claims involved members of the working class as defendants.

Might one expect that a simifar finding would result from an analysis of consumer claims,

with the provider of goods and services more often the plaintiff and the consumer more

often the defendant? For purposes of analysis this type of claim involved actions for both

goods and seryices and contracts. Contracts were included on the basis that virtually all

such claims involved the purchase or sale of land in a speculative marketplace where

land was just another retail commodíty. of the four groups most active in litigating goods

and services, three were consumers and each a defendant more ofren than a plaintiff.

These three included married women, widows / spinsters and contractors. lnitially the

finding that the fourth, merchants, were defendants nearly as often as plaintiffs camê âs a

surprise, since members of the middle class were considered more likely to pursue than

to defend actions. After examining claims filed aga¡nst them, however, it became clear

most litigation pitted wholesale merchant plaintiffs against retail merchant defendants.

Re-Testing the'One-shotter' Theory

But if it did not seem unrealistic to expect in a consumer oriented socieþ that it would be

consumêrs rather than suppliers who were more often sued. And since contracts for land

were bought and sold like other consumer goods, should it not have followed that the
consumer of this type of product would more often be defendant and the supplier
plaintiff? In Galanter's terms, plaintiffs should have been the 'have's' and defendants

the 'have not's'. This did not turn out to be the case. of the five groups active in contract

litigation, four likely had less money and experience than the fiñh, lawyers. lt came as no
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surprisê then that lawyers were usually plaintiffs. ln 1 909 they f led 27oÁ of contract suits

and defended 140,6 and by 1939 were 260¡6 more likely to be plaintiffs than defendants

(33% to 7%). Although these findings wêre not unexpected, another was. No single

group morè fit Galanter's description of 'have not's' than labourers, yet they too were

more active in contract litigation as plaintiffs. The results were similar for widows and

spinsters, although they arguably were less likely to fit the definition of 'one-shotter.'

Table 29 CAUSES OF ACTION ACCORDTNG TO MOST ACTTVE L|T|GANTS

contract
- real estate agents/brokers
- farmers
- married women
- merchants

goods and services
- merchants
- contractors
- real estate agents/brokers
- married women

negotiable instrumênts
- merchants
- banks
- farmers

creditors rights
- merchants
- married women
- farmers
- contractors

mortgages
- farmers
- married women
- lawyers
- merchants

1909

21 o/t

19 o/o

11 0Ã

11 0Ã

31%
29 0Ã

15 olt

I olr

31 0Â

21 o/r

17 o/o

19 o/o

18 oh

14 0Á

14 0,6

38 0,6

14 0Ã

12 0Ã

10 olo

1919

14 0Á

29 0Á

14 0h

12 0Ã

29 o/o

11 0Ã

18 oÃ

B o/o

15 0Â

17 0'6

26 0Ã

45 o/o

50Á
13 0Ã

13 o/o

20 0Ã

90Á
6 olo

18 0Ã

1929

4 o/t

21 0Ã

23 o/t

I olo

27 o/t

31 o/o

12 olû

12 0Ã

23 o/o

13 o/s

26 0Â

6 o/o

30Á
60Ã
60Ã

39 oÁ

18 o/E

4f)Ã
I o/o

1939

2 o/o

28 o/o

26 0Ã

11 o/s

38%
13 0Á

60Ã
13 0Ã

25 o/o

25 o/o

20 ú/o

31 o/o

39 o/o

15 0Ã

ooÁ

15 o/o

19 ola

B o/o

12 o/"
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negligence
- married women
- labourers
- contractors
- furmers

debt
- merchants
- iarmers
- married women
- labourers

23 0A

23 0A

23 0Ã

16 0A

44 o/a

15 0Ã

70Ã
ooÁ

18 o/o

21 0h

50Á
50Á

20 0a

31 0Ã

1A oÁ

2 0'6

27 o/o

11 0A

4oÁ
21 0Á

23 o/t

BoÁ
15 o/o

15 0,6

24 0A

17 0Ã

5 olt

15 0Á

19 oh

6 o/o

25 olo

25 0Á

The seven most litigated causes of action are described in Table 29. Of the ten groups

most involved in litigation in winnipeg between 1909 and 1939, seven were amongstthè

most active litigants for at least one óf those causes. Farmers, merchants and married

women wêre actìve ¡n s¡x of the seven most litigated câuses of act¡on, contractors iR

three, real estate agents/brokers in two and banks and lawyers in one. These fìndings

support a conclusion reached earlier - merchants, farmers and marr¡ed women played a

very significant role in the court process. Reasons for this have already been suggested,

and in the case of merchants and farmers the data merely confirms that merchânts wêre

involved ín their capacity as suppliers of goods and seryices and farmers as consumers.

And as the findings in Table 29 illushate, both were involved in similar kinds of causes.

Even the single area in which neither dominated seems to bear out the symbiotic nature

oftheir relationship. Merchants seldom sued or were sued on the grounds of negligence

and farmers rarely became involved in actions for goods and services, other than as

defendants. The role played by married women is more complicated, since they were

involved in the process as both sole and colitigants. As such they were just as l¡kely to

be plaintiff as defendant.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LITIGATION AND GENDER

The rofe females played in winnipeg's court system is difficult to determine from an

examination of court records alone for a number of reasons, not least of which is the wide
variety of ways with which they were described. To analyze litigation and howwomen
fared in a male dominated system it is necessary to examine claims filed by or against
females from a number of different perspectives. The results are skiking.

To set the stage for the analysis which follows, statements of claim and statements of
Þefense involving all litigants are described, followed by a description of only those

claims involving females.

Table 30 LITIGATION INVOLVING ALL LITIGANTS

Plaintiffs
- males
- females
- corporations

Defenants
- males
- females
- corporations

as % of all claims
involving females

Sole plaintiffs
Co-plaintifis
Sole defendants
Co-defendants

Actual claims

69 o/o

12 o/t

19 0Ã

FEMALE LITIGANTS

1919

39 0Á

90Ã
18 o/o

34 0Á

1919 1929

630Á 53 %
110Ã 17 0Á

26 o/o 30 016

66%
14 0Ã

20 0Ã

1929

40 0Ã

14 o/o

130Ã
32 o/o

l89

1909

63%
70Ã
30 0Ã

72 0Ã

14 0Ã

14 0Ã

1909

24 0Ã

70Ã
27 0Ã

41 o/t

1939

57 olo

26 0Ã

17 0Ã

65%
14 olo

21 o/o

1939

29 0Á

28 0Ã

18 0Á

25 o/o
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According to this data, in 1909 females were plaintiffs in 3l % of all claims in which they
were named. ln 1919 they were plaintiffs 48% of the time and ten years later s4o,6. By
1939 females were plaintiffs in 57% of the actions with which they were involved but
only 40Ã more likely to be sole plaintiff. The fact thaf they were fourtimes as likely to be
co-plaintiffs than had been the case in 1909 suggests that the increase in litigation

undedaken can be largely attributed to their role as co-litigants rather than as plaintiffs in

their own right. The data for female defendants, however, showed no similar pattern.

claims involving females as both sole and co-defendants both declined. For female sole
defendants the decrease was g%, from 27 to 1BoÁ, and for co-defendants 16%, from 41

lo 250'6. when combined, the findings indicate females were defendants in 6g% of
actions involving them in 1909 and 43% in 1939, a drop of 250,6.

Claims involving women are analyzed according to their role as either sole or co-litigant.
The data suggests that in the first year of this study females were sole litigants 51 % and
thirty years later that figure remained relatively unchanged at 47oÁ. Thus in Manitoba for
much of the first half of this century females sued or were sued in their own capacity
approximately 50oÁ of the time.

Table 3l describes the relationship between females and their co-litigants. The term
'related' has been used rather than 'spouse' because not all co-litigants were husbands.

Daughters of female litigants were their coJitigants on a single occasion in 1909 and
1919, in three actions in 1929 and seven times in 193g. And in one claim defended in
1909, a coJitigant was the sister. of a female defendant.

Table 31

Co-plaintiff
- related
- not related

Co-defendant
- related
- not related

RELATIONSHIP TO CO-LITIGANT

1909

63 o/o

37 0Á

50%
50 0Á

1919

48 o/n

52 o/î

47 o/)

53oÁ

1929

81 o/o

19 0Á

77 o/t

23o,Á

1939

88 0ó

12 0,6

73 0A

27 0Ã



The increasing part played by females in the court process, noted earlier, could be

attributed more to their role as coJitigant than to anything done by females in their own
right. The danger in this kind of generalization is that it suggests female co-litigants were
less significant than fellow plaintiffs or defendants. But data described in Table 2g seem
to bear this out. ln 1909, for example, females were related to co-plaintiffs 63% of the

time and by 1939 approximately 88%. The significance of not being related to a co-
plaintiff is that it suggested females were morê likely to be suing in their own right, rather

than as agent for a spousal principal. undertaking litigation as sole-plaintiff did not mean

women were free of a husband's influence, but there was a greater chance that such was

not ihe case. since the percentiagê of eases involving females and not-related co-
plaintiffs decreased lrom 37oÁ in 1 909 to l2% in 1 939, the data suggest that women
were over that period filing fewer claims in their own right and more often being added to
actions commenced by a spouse. while the data is only suggestive, an examination of
individual statements of claim bears it out. when claims involved males and females as
co-litigants, in only two causes of action did court documents treat females as principal

litigants. Those exceptions were creditor and debt suits. ln both female co-defendants

were described as principals largely because it was alleged they fraudulenfly assisted a
co-litigant in his effort to defeat the claims of creditors. ln the following tables status refers
to claims in which females were described as married womên, widows, females, wives,

spinsters, sisters or daughters. occupation refers to claims in which they were described
according to their employment.

Table 32 OCCUPATION AND STATUS OF FEMALE PLAINTIFFS

1919
When sole plaintiffs:
- described by status
- described by occupation
Actual claims

When co-plaintiffs:
- described by sfatus
- clescribed by occupation
Actual claims

1909

95 0/6

5%
(64)

94 0Â

60Á
(104)

91 o/o

9%
(23)

1929

77 o/o

230Á
(75)

1939

82 o/o

18 o/î

(34)

100 0Ã

O o/o

(33)

104 oÁ

ooÃ
(rs)

96 o/a

4 olo

(26)



The data in Table 32 suggest that although female sole plaintiffs were described on court

documents according to their status (as married women, widows, etc.) substantially more

often than by occupation, between 1909 and 1939 claims describing women by

occupation had more than tripled. The description of female co-plaintiffs, however,

remained almost unchanged. ln none of the nineteen claims filed in 1909 or the thirty-

three cases filed in 1939 were females described by anything other than status.

Table 33 OCCUPATION AND STATUS OF FEMALE DEFENDANTS

1909 1919 1929 1939
When sole defendant:
- described by status
- described by occupation
Actual claims

When co-defendant:
- described by status
- described by occupation
Actual claims

Such data are consistent with findings described in Table 32. As was the case with

female sole plaintiffs, between 1909 and 1939 women involved in litigation as sole

defendants were increasingly described on court documents by occupation rather than

status. When co-defendant, however, they eontinued to be described by status.

The following two tables describe the occupation of females according to their

involvement as sole plaintiff, co-plaintiff, sole defendant or co-defendant. Within each of

these four categories claims in which females were described by status were listed first,

according to the description of their status, and then according to the description of their

occupation. Female litigants described according to status have been separated from

those described by oceupation. ln brackets is the number of claims involving each group

as a percentage of all litigation undertaken by females.

83 0Á g5 0Á

17 % 15 olo

(73) (48)

s9% 950Á
1o/o 5 o/o

(r10) (e2)

71 o/o

29 0h

(21)

97 0Á

3 o/o

(30)

87 0Ã

13 0Ã

(24)

93 0Á

70Ã
(61)
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Table 34

Sole plaintiffs

- married women
- w¡dow
- female
- wife of defendant
- spinster
- daughter

- waitress
- nurse
- teacher
- student
- merchant
- secretâry
- aceountant
- gfocêr
- laundry worker
- housekeeper
- seamstress
- usher
- clerk

Co-plaintiffs

- married women
- w¡dow
- female
- wife of co-plaintiff
- spinster

- teacher
- real estate broker
- miller

OCCUPATION OF FEMALE PLAINTIFFS

1909

26 (41oß)

12 (22o/o)

11 (17oÁ)

7 (11o/o)

s (5oÁ)

0 (0%)

1 (2%)
1 (20,6)

1 (2%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

3 (r6%)
3 (160,6)

I (5oÁ)

11 (58%)
0 (0%)

1919 1929 1939

46 (44o/o) 16 (21oß) 12 (35oÃ)
26 (25oÁ) 26 (35oA) 8 (24oÃ)
7 (7oÁ) 4 (5øA) 0 (0%)
6 (6%) 4 (5oÃ) 3 (9o/o)

11 (11o/û) B (11oÃ) 5 (rs%)
1 (1o/î) 2 (3oÃ) 0 (0%)

0 (0%) 0 (0oÁ) 0 (00Á)
1 (1o/o) 0 (0oé) 0 (0%)
0 (0%) 2 (3%) 0 (0%)
1 (1oh) 0 (0oó) 0 (0oÁ)
1 (1oA) 1 (1oÁ) 0 (00Á)
1 (1oÃ) 6 (80,6) 0 (0oÁ)
2 (zo/s) 0 (0%) 2 (60/0)

1 (1oÂ) 0 (00,6) 0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ) 1 (,tõÃ) 0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ) 3 (4oa) 0 (0oÁ)
0 (0oÁ) 2 (3oÃ) 2 (60/ø)

0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (soa)
0 (0oó) 0 (0oá) 1 (3oÃ)

7 (31o/o) 2 (Boh)
1 (4o/o) 2 (8oÃ)
1 (4oÃ) 0 (0oÁ)
'to (43oÃ) 18 (690ó)
I (0%) 0 (0%)

2 (6%)
2 (60Á)

0 (0%)
22 (67oÁ)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0oÁ) 1 (496)
0 (0%) 1 (0%)
0 (0oÁ) 0 (00/6)

0 (0%) 0 (0%)
0 (0%) 0 (0%)
1 (4o/o) 0 (0%)

The following table completes this analysis by describing the data for female defendants.

Again, litigants have been described according to status and occupation.
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ïable 35

Sole defendants
- married women
- widow
- female
- wife of plaintiff
- spinster

- housekeeper
- farmer
- money lender
- boarding housekeeper
- contractor
- merchant
- grocer
- reslaurant keeper
- rêal êstatê agent
- agent
- photographer
- hotel keeper
- private school owner
- hairdresser
- secretary

Co-defendants
- married women
- widow
- female
- wife of co-defendant
- spinster
- wife of plaintiff
- sister of defendant

- secretary
- farmer
- hotel keeper
- merchant
- seamstress / operator
- beekeeper
- investor / clerk
- supervisor

OCCUPATION OF FEMALE DEFENDANTS

1909 1919 1929 1939

10 (42o/o) 6 (29%)
3 (13oÁ) 3 (14o/o)

3 (1s%) 2 (1jo/o)
3 (13oÂ) 3 (14oA)
2 (8oA) I (5oÁ)

32 (44o/o) 31 (65%)
8 (11%) 7 (1soÃ)
14 (19õÃ) 2 (4oÁ)
2 (3o/o) 1 (2oa)
1 (1o/o) 6 (13oÁ)

2 (3oÃ)
4 (5oÁ)

1 (1oÁ)

1 (1oÁ)

1 (1o/o)

(1'/")
(1'Ã)
(1o,6)

(1o,6)

(10Á)
(1o/")
(10Â)

0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (0oó)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

1 (2oÁ)
0 (00,6)

0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

20 (22o/o)

7 (8oÂ)
11 (12o/o)

43 (470,6)

4 (4oÁ)

2 (2ø/o)

0 (0oó)

0 (0%)
2 (20,6)

0 (0oÁ)

2 (2oÃ)

1 (1oß)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (o%)

0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (00,6)

2 (Bo/o)

0 (0oó)

0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
1 (4o/ù)

0 (0%)
0 (0oó)

6 (10oó)

2 (3oÁ)

2 (sù/o)

47 (77oÃ)

0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)

0 (0o,ó)

0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0oÁ)

1 (2o/ù)

1 (2oA)

1 (2o/o)

i Q'/o)

1 (5oÁ)

0 (00,6)

o (0%)
0 (00/6)

0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
o (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0oÁ)

1 (5oÃ)

4 (19o/ø)

4 (130.,6)

3 (10oÁ)

0 (0%)
22 (73o/o)

0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

0 (00,6)

0 (0%)
0 (00,6)

0 (0%)
CI (0%)
0 (3%)
0 (0%)
1 (3o/o)

0 (û%)

33 (30oÁ)

s (3%)
13 (12Vo)

54 (49o/o)

2 (2oÁ)

1 (1o/o)

1 (1oÁ)

2 Q'Á)
0 (0%)
1 (1o/o)

0 (0oÁ)

0 (0%)
0 (0oó)

0 (00,6)

0 (0oÁ)



Although data described in Tables 34 and 3s are descriptive rather than explanatory,
they do illustrate how few females employed between 1909 and 1939 were involved in
litigation (assuming a majority of married women and other ,females, were described by
sÍatus because they were not employed). These findings suggest women were involved
in more law suits involving more occupations in lgog than in 1g3g. Three female
plaintiffs and fourteen defendants were involved in twenty-two actions in the fìrst year of
this study, compared to four plaintiffs and four defendants in only thirteen in the last year.

To complete this analysis, female litigants have been described according to the
occupation oftheir husbands and cause of action.

Table 36 OCCUPATION OF HUSBANDS OF FEMALE CO-pLAtNTtFFs

fiarmer
labourer
merchant
contractor
real estate agent
daughter
other occupations

Total

farmer
labourer
merchant
contractor
real estate agent
lawyer
hotel keeper
other occupations

Total

1909

2
1

1

0
0
0
7

11

1919

2
1

0
1

0
1

3

I

1929

3
2
3
0
0
3
I

l9

l9s9

4
4
3
0
1

I
10

30

OCCUPATION OF HUSBANDS OF FEMALE CO-DEFENDANTS

97125
1111
2253
0231
3300
o22a
3210
14 18 18 11

n3?4221
(8r)



The data described in Table 36 confirm conclusions advanced in chapter 4. Members of

the working class (furmers and labourers) were two of the three most active groups of

litigants and one member of the middle class, merchants, was the third. The causes most

litigated by colitigants also confirm these findings.

Table 37 CAUSES OF ACTION MOST L|TIGATED BY CO-PLA|NT|FFS

contract
debt
fraud
goods and services
libel
mortgage
negligence
partnership
trespass

Total

contract
creditor rights
debt
fraud
goods and services
guarantee
libel
misuse of authority
mortgage
negligence
negotiable instruments
paÉnership
trespass

Total

1909

3
1

0
1

0
2
3
1

0

11

1919

3
0
0
0
1

0
4
0
o

1929

1

0
2
0
0
0
14
I
1

19

1939

4
1

0
0
0
0
24
0
1

30

8
2
0
0
1

0
1

0
3
1

0
o
5

21

B

CAUSES OF ACTION MOST LITIGATED BY CO-DEFENDANTS

4
7
0
3
5
0
0
0
4
0
I
1

0

32

12
5
2
0
3
1

0
0
5
1

5
2
1

g?

82

20
5
0
0
1

J

1

I
7
2
1

1

0

42



The following table describes the results of analyzing litigation according to type of plaintitr and

defendant. This data is less reliable than that described earlier for two reasons. Claims involving

female sole litigants are not distinguished from those involving females as co-litigants and no

allowance is made forthe relationship between females and co-litigants. As a result, the data

treats all claims involving women in the same way, even though it has already been suggested

that they likely played a more important role in the court process when litigating in their own

right than as a spouse. Findings are based on the total number of claims filed each year.

Table 38

Suits involving:

males as plaintitrs
females as plaintiffs
corporations as plaintiffs

males as defendants
females as defendants
corporations as defendants

Total number of litigants

GENDER OF PLAINTIFFS AND DEFENDANTS

1909 1919

29 0Ã 30 0,6

3o/o 5 0,6

14 olo 1A o/o

38 o/o 36 oÁ

7 oÃ 6 o/o

8 o/o 23 oÃ

1929

25 0Á

BoÁ
14 0A

35 0Á

70Ã
11 0Á

1214

1939

27 0Â

12 o/0

BoÁ

34 olo

704
11 o/o

78225s3 2346

when each of the three 'gender' categoriês is divided into plaintiffs and defendants, an

interesting pattern emergês. Claims for four of the six groups remain nearly constant over the

per¡od of the study while those involving one, females as plaintiffs, increased by 400%. Those

involving the fourth, corporations as plaintiffs, decreased by almost 500,6. Data described earlier

suggest an increase in litigation involving females could be attributed to an enlarged role as

plaintiff rather than defendant. These findings bear that out. To obtain an even clearer picture of

how patterns of litigation involving females changed over time, law suits are divided according

to the gender of litigants. once again, no allowance is made for claims involving multiple

litigants or the nature of the relationship between co-litigants. Even with these qualifications,

results support conclusions already advanced. Litigation patterns for males remained steady

while that for females and corporations changed.
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Table 39 LITIGATION ACCORDING TO GENDER

Oategory 1909 1919 1gZ9 1939

males as plaintiffs 43 o/o 45 o/o 42 oÃ 45 olo

males as defendants 57 oÃ SS % 58 oó 55 oÁ

females as plaintiffs 31 o/o 47 o/o SS oÁ 64 olo

females as defendants 69 oá 59 oÁ 47 oh 36 o/o

corporations as plaintitrs 65 % 54 oÃ 57 oA 42 o/o

corporations as defendants 35 oÁ 46 o/o 43 oÃ 58 oÁ

The actual number of male, female and corporate litigants is not described in any of the

previous tables but is important to round out the data ouflined in Table 39. ln 1g09 eight

hundred and thirty-four Statements of Claim were filed by individuals. Seven hundred and fifry,

or 900,6, involved males as plaintiffs and eighty-four females. one thousand one hundred and

six$-one individuals were named as defendants, 84% of whom were males- This meantthat

one hundred and eighty-six women were involved in the 310,6 of claims in which females were
plaintitrs. This average of 2.2 females per claim compares with 1.3 for males.

By 1919 a change was taking place in the pattern of litigation in winnipeg. women were

pfaintiffs ín l5% of claims filed and defendants in 14aÃ.ln terms of litigation involving only
females, women filed claims 47oÃ of the time, an increase of 160ó from 1g09. ln 192g women

were plaintiffs in 25% of all claims involving individuals and defendants in 170,6, increases of g

and 3% from 1919. By 1939 they were plaintiffs in 32% and defendants in 17o/o.

The influence of one war ending and another beginning may explain the expanded role played

by women in the court process, but it does not explain why in le09 although they were

defendants twice as often as plaintiffs, in 1939 they were twice as likely to be plaintiffs. ln 1929,

for example, women were plaintiffs in 530,6 of actions involving females. Ten years later that
llgure had risen to 64%. The per cent of claims involving males as plaintifis, on the other hand,
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remained virtually unchanged at43oÁ,45oÁ,42oÃ and 450,6. Even as litigation involving male

plaintiffs remained constant while that of females shifted dramatically, the role played by

corporations also underwent a change. ln 1909 corporations were plaintiffs in 65% of claims

involving them. By 1939 that number had decreased by 230,6.

The changing role of women in litigation was also made evident from an analysis of who

plaintiffs sued. ln 1909, for example, males sued other males 44oÃ of the time. By 1939 that

figure had decreased to 37% while claims against corporations increased from 10o,ó lo 14oÁ and

those against females declined from g to 60,6. Although these findings are not particularly

suggestive, a fact of note is that despite the increasing involvement of women in litigation,

claims filed against them by corporations in 1 909 and 1939 remained unchanged at 4%.

The following table describes claims filed by males, females and corporations according to type

of defendant. The data clearly indicate most patterns remained relatively constiant. Females, for

example, sued the same type of defendant in 1939 as often as they did in 190g. olaims filed

agaínst males remained constant at 68 to 70oó, those filed against other females süayed at

roughly 10% and claims filed against corporations at 20 to 22%.

Table 40 PARTIES TO LITIGATION ACCORDING TO GENDER OF PLA|NT|FF

male plaintiff vs male
male plaintiff vs female
male plaintiff vs corporation

female plaintiff vs male
female plaintiff vs female
female plaintiff vs corporation

corporation vs male
corporation vs female
corporation vs corporation

1909

70 o/o

14 0Ã

16 0A

70 0Ã

10 0Ã

2ö o/î

75 olo

13 o/o

12 o/n

1919

68 0ó

10 olî

22 o/o

66 016

17 olo

17 0,6

71 o/t

12 o/o

17 o/o

B5

1929

62 o/o

16 ole

22%

61 %
13 o/o

26 a/n

75 olo

10 0Ã

15 0Á

1939

65 0ó

11 0Ã

24 0Á

68 oÁ

I olo

22 0Á

62 o/o

21 0Ã

16 016



The way males and females managed litigation was very nearly identical. Between 1g0g and

1939 both became less inclined to drop an action before a defence wâs filêd but sligh¡y more

f ikely to so after. And by 1 939 both were less likely to obtain a default judgment or go to trial but

more likely to discontinue or be dismissed. Differences became apparent, however, in the way
males and females handled claims as defendant. Table 41 describes these differences.

Table 41 How LlrlcATloN ENDED AccoRDtNG To GENDER oF DEFENDANT

Ended when Defence filed
- males
- females

Ended with Default Judgment
- males
- females

Proceeded to trial
- males
- females

Discontinued by Notice
- males
- females

Dismissed by Court Order
- males
- females

Ended with Writ
- males
- femalës

21 o/o

17 o/t

1909

14 0Á

13 0Á

'lO o/o

13 0Ã

15 o/0

23 o/î

404
60Ã

11 0Ã

7 o/o

1919

20 0Á

19 o/t

25 0Ã

30%

30Á
2 o/o

13 0Á

12 o/o

5 o/o

40Á

10 o/o

9%

1929

16 o/o

19 0Á

28 oÁ

17 o/î

1939

17 o/o

10 o/o

18 0Á

21 o/î

40Á
80Ã

24 0Ã

19 0Á

18 o/o

23 o/t

30Á
6 o/o

BoÃ
I o/o

1'.! oÂ

14 0Ã

B o/o

I olo

I o/a

6 o/î

This data shows that in 1909 aftèr a Statement of Defence wa$ f¡led claims involving female

defendants were discontinued or settled informally 130,6 of the time. By 193g claims were 30,6

less like to end informally at this stage. Over the same period actions invofving male defendants
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which were discontinued or settled informally increased from l3 to I 7%. This pattern was

repeated for actions ending in both default judgments and Notices of Discontinuance. By 1939
female defendants were 4o/a more likely to have claims end in a defuult judgment while males

were 3% less likely. Females also discontinued by notice 4% less often. Again, the reverse held
true for males. They were 60,6 more likely to formally discontinue. Some findings, however, were
less consistent. For example, despite a tendency by female defendants to defend actions more
aggressively than males in the early stages of litigation, they allowed a plaintiff to obtain

iudgment by default more often. Yet they also became less inclined to discontinue by notice.

Male defendants, on the other hand, granted default judgments less ofren but discontinued

more ofren.

Conclusions

At least four conclusions flow from this analysis. First, plaintiffs were much less inclined to
settle informally or discontinue an action when it involved a female rather than a male
defendant. second, plaintiffs were less prepared to formally discont¡nue actions against

females' Third, females were substantially more successful at having claims dismissed by court
order than males. And fourth, plaintiffs took out writs of attachment against females twice as
ofren as aga¡nst males. when all of these findings are balanced, the daåa suggêst fêmale
defendants fared slightly better than males. They were less likely to setfle informally or
discontinue after they filed a defence, although this is not particularly significant since

discontinuing early may or may not have indicated that an out of couÉ setilement had been

reached. The data are inconclusive. Female defendants gave up 3% more default judgments

than males but since the difference between judgments given up by males and females was so

slight it also did not indicate any general trend. Actions against males were discontinued 5%
more often than against female defendants, which suggests that male defendants reached an

out of couÉ settlement slightly more often. A finding signiflcanfly favourablê to females,
however, was that they were able to have actions dismissed by court order 50,6 more often than
mafe defendants.

The role females played in the litigation process, as both plaintiffs and defendants, was further
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clar¡f¡ed when their involvement was examined according to cause of act¡on. Forthis analysis

the status of female plaintiffs and defendants is regarded as an occupation and claims involving
married women, housewives, spinsters and widows are treated as claims involving a single
group. The following tiable compares fhe litigiousness of this group with groups described by
the occupation of their mostly male members. ln brackets beside each ranking is the percentage

of claims involving a female. The weakness of this analysis lies in the fact that claims involving

female and male coJitigants were regarded as claims of two groups, thereby exaggerating the

data for ceÉain causes of action. Similarly, the part women played in the litigation process has
likely been exaggerated. As co-litigants they ofren played a much less significant role than their
spouse, and even after all available court records were examined, it was still not possible to
determine who the principal litigant was as between male and female co-litigants.

Table42 CAUSES OF ACTION INVOLVING FEMALE LITIGANTS

Cause of action

family / estate action
contracts
creditor rights
debt
employment
fraud
goods and services
guarantee
libel / slander
misuse of authority
mongage
negligence
negotiable instruments
paftnership
trespass

1909 1919 1929 1939

1. (47o/o) 2. (33oÁ)
3. (15oÁ) 2. (19oA)
1. (1So/o) 2. (13ôÁ)
5. (7oÃ) 3. (140,6)

1. (19%) 7.(4o/o)
3. (190,6) 2. (160A)
4. (11o/E) 4. (12o/e)

1. (38oÁ) 1. (200,6)

4. (11o/a) 2. (24oÃ)

6. (0%) 4. (OoÁ)

2. (17o/o) 1. (23oÂ)
1. (33oÁ) 1. (2BoA)
5. (7o/o) 8. (5oÁ)

1. (27oÃ) 5. (14oÃ)
2. (260/0) 2. ('l7oÁ)

1. (530,6) 1. (47oÁ)

1. (32oÃ) 1. (34oÁ)
1 . (14o/o) l. (39oÁ)

2. (15oÃ) 1. (31%)
6. (00,6) 2. (290,6)

1. (55o¿) 1. (33o/o)

3. (160Á) 2. (13oÁ)
2. (28oÁ) 2. (25oÁ)
1. (33oÁ) 1. (s0%)
1. (260Ã) 2. (25oÁ)
2. (18oÃ) 1. (34o/o)
'l. (44oÃ) 1. (34oÁ)
5. (8oÁ) 4. (15oÁ)
3. (18%) 2. (2OoÁ)
1. (41oÁ) 1. (4}o/o)

The data described in Table 42 suggests both the extent and nature of involvement females

had as litigants in Winnipeg's legal system. And it also proves that over the first half of the
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twentieth century that involvement increased in every cause of action except those involving

guarãntees and partnerships. Their participation in family and negligence actions comes as no

surpr¡se, since the former usually involved both male and female litigants and the latter frequent

users of streefcars and sidewalks. What is more revealing was the finding that not only were

women regularly involved in commercial transactions like contract and creditor actions, between

1909 and 1939 their involvement increased. Women also became more involved ¡n mortgage

and employment disputes, causes of action one would have expected to be the preserve of

males. The weakness of the data is again the fact that much of the litigation involving females

involved them as co-litigants. Despite this Êailing, by 1939 when females were involved in

litigation, it is clear it was more often than not as plaintiff rather than defendant.

Table 43

Gause of action

family
employment
fraud
mortgage
negligence
libel i slander
misuse of author¡ty
contract
creditor rights
negotiable instruments
partnerships
trespass
debt
goods and services

OHANGES IN THE ROLË PLAYEÞ BY FEMALË PLAINTIFFS

1909

100 0Á

80 016

17 0h

54 0Ã

100 0Ã

O olo

42 o/o

11 o/o

13 o/o

35%
20 0Ã

80 0ó

47 0Â

19s9

57 0Ã

50 0Á

ooÁ
220Ã
93 0Ã

50 0Á

50 o/t

50 0Á

20 0Ã

33oÃ
100 %
50%
80 o/o

50 0é

While more and more studies are examining the part women play in litigation, few have

examined the type of law suits filed by females. Perhaps the leading study to do so was in the

mid-1980s by Michele Hoyman and Lamont Stallworth. It involved sex discrimination cases filed

by female employees. The authors concluded that women have historically not fared well in the

legal system. The findings of this study seem to revise that suggestion.
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CHAPTER SIX

LAW FIRMS AND LEGAL SPECIALIZATION

Although the role lawyers play in the judicial system has been much discussed, it has
seldom been analyzed according to how they manage litigation and who they manage it

for. Charles Epp, for example, looked at lawyers and causes that they litigated,

concluding that their willingness to become involved in different kinds of cases

influenced what issues were brought before courts. (34) But was this the situation in

winnipeg in the first half of the twentieth century? can an analysis of court records

provide us with an understanding of types of cases lawyers most often litigated? can it
tell us whether particular law firms specialized in particular types of litigation, or were

retained by particular 'types' of litigants? lf Epp was correct, such an examination should
yield evidence that over a long period of time law firms did in fact litigate some causes of
action more often than others, and that litigation patterns changed as law firm

specialization changed. Macaulay and Friedman also examined the role of lawyers in the

court process, but from a different perspective. Macaulay suggested that prior to the

1970s businesses and the lawyers who represented them were much more inclined to
avoid the judicial process than is the case today. Friedman concurred. He argued that
until relatively recently those who most often used the courts wêre inclined to work things

out on their own. (35) This thesis seeks to determine whether evidence can be found

that indeed some law firms did specialize and some were more inclined to 'work things

out' than others.

Galanter and Rogers suggested in the 1970s and BOs that America witnessed an

increase in commercial litigation. They noted as corporate law firms grew, merged, broke

apaÉ and continually changed structure, traditionally stable relationships between firms
and the businesses they represented ended. To use Galanter's expression, law firms
were becoming 'one-timers'. The relationship between lawyer and client became more ad

hoc and often confined to a single matter. The end result was that fewer firms were

retained by one or two large clients and more were involved in more litigation involving
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more clients. This study tested that hypothesis by examining who law firms represented,

causes of action litigated and whether either or both changed over time. -lable 44
provides an overview of the number of claims filed over a thirty year period and the law

firms which filed them. The table also describes the firms most active in litigation. Many

of the conclusions referred to above were tested by analyzing the way claims were

handled by these 'active' firms.

Table 44 LITIGATION ACTIVITY INVOLVING PLAINTIFFS

1909 't919 1929

Claims filed

Number firms filing claims

Claim - to - law firm ratio

Number of active firms

Claims filed by active firms

Statements of Defense filed

Number firms filing a defense

Defense - to - lawyer ratio

Number active firms

Defenses filed by active firms

1150

102

11'.1

8

29 oÁ

1909

466

90

1010 549

148 131

7:1 4'.1

810

290Ã 260Ã

1919

491

112

1929

247

85

1939

309

97

3:1

7

28 0A

LITIGATION ACTIVITY INVOLVING DEFENDANTS

5:l 4:1 3:l

886

1939

205

63

3:1

5

43 o/e24 o/o 23 0Ã 320Á

This data suggest that betrrveen 1909 and 1939 the ratio of claims-to-law firms dropped

from 1 1 :l to 3:l , indicating by 1939 fewer claims, not more, were filed by fewer law firms.
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ln 1 909 the number of firms filing at least one Statement of Claim was virtually the same
as in 1939, yet eight hundred and forty-one more claims were filed. Despite the
decrease in both ratio and claims, the number of law firms doing approximately twenty-
five per cent of all litigation remained relatively constiant. None of these findings support
the conclusions reached by Galanter and Rogers. ln fact, the oppositê appears to be the
case. ln terms of law firms acting for a defendant, by 1g3g five firms defended 430,6 of
claims filed. Another thing which became clear by 1939 was that lawyers were playing a
much larger role in the couft process than had been the case in 1g0g. During the first
year of this study a statement of Defence was filed 40oÁ of the time. That fell to 50,6 in

1 91 9 and 60/o in 1929. By 1 939, however, 61 % of actions were defended.

To further test the Galanter - Rogers hypothesis, the legal activity of fir'ms filing at least
one statement of claim or Defense was analged according to type of client represented
and results compared with the type represented by the few firms most active in litigation.
The term 'active' law firms refers to the five to ten firms described in Table 44 who fifed
the most claims or Statements of Defence.

Table 45 LAW FIRMS ACCORDING TO ryPE OF CLIENT

individual plaintiff
- average less active firms
- average most active firms

corporate plaíntiff
- average less active firms
- average most active f¡rms

individual defendant
- average less active firms
- average most active firms

corporate defendant
- average less act¡ve f¡rms
- average most active firms

1909

72 0Â

64 olo

28 o/o

36%

75 olr

88 0,6

25 o/o

12 0Á

92

1919

77 0Á

69 0,6

230Á
31 o/o

69%
71 0Ã

31 0Á

29 o/o

1929

73 olo

63 olî

27 0Ã

37 o/o

73 0Ã

66%

1939

84 0Ã

79 o/s

16 õ/o

21 0Ã

78 0Á

63 0,6

27 0Ã 220Â
34 0Á 37 0Ã



The data described in Table 45 suggest active law firms were much more likely to

represênt corporate plaintiffs than were average firms. This inclination remained constant
over the course of the study. when acting for a defendant, however, the pattern took

longer to develop. ln 1909 active firms represented individual defendants gg% of the

time, compared to 750,6 for less active firms. This 130,6 difference shrunk to just 20,6 in

1919 when 7l % of the business of active firms involved individual defendants. Ten years

later the pattern had changed again and active firms were 70,6 mare likely to act for a

corporation than were less active firms. By lg3g the figure had risen to ,l50,6. The
conclusion - when corporations were plaintiffs they were between s and 10% more likely
to retain experienced counsel than inexperienced counsel. The margin was much
greater, however, when corporations were defendants. Between the first and last year of
this study they became increasingly more inclined to retain experienced counsel until by
1939 they were substantially more likely to do so. The results are conclusive. By 1939
active winnipeg law firms had very much come to specialize in the type of client for
whom they acted. Table 46 identifies these active firms. The numbers opposite firm

names refers to how active each was in undertaking litigation. A ranking of 1 indicates a
firm was involved in more litigation in a given year than any other law firm. A ranking of
10, on the other hand, indicates nine firms were more active.

LAW FIRM RANKINGS
IN TERMS OF LITIGATION ACTIVITYTable 46

Hudson, Howell
Aikins, Lofrus
Machray, Sharpe
Richards, Sweatman
Andrews, Andrews
Campbell, Pitblado
Guy, Chappel
McMurray, Davidson
Elliott, Macneil

1919 1929

11
2

54
35
10 7
112

1

4
4 ---

1909

1

2
10
7
þ

:

5

1939

10
1

I

;
2
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causes of action litigated by each of these law firms, on behalf of both plaintiffs and

defendants, are examined for each year in which they were amongst the firms most

active in litigation. The nature of their involvement with each cause is then traced over
the thirty year period of the study. The results are again concfusive. Every active lawfirm
specialized in one or two areas of law and with one exception, the area of specialization

changed over time. And except for one flrm, all active litigators specialized in the same

areas of law - goods and services, contracts and negligence. The single exception was

the Machray firm, which did much of its work in mortgage litigation. The data inTable 47
describe the various areas of prefened practice for each firm. ln brackets is the year for
which the datia was applicable.

Table 47 AREA OF SPEO|AI|ZAT|ON AOCORDING TO CAUSE OF ACTTON

Goods and seryices
- Hudson, Howell
- Aikins, Loftus
- Andrews, Andrews

Contracts
- Richards, Sweatman
- Campbell, Pitblado

Negligence
- Aikins, Loftus
- Richards, Sweatman
- Andrews, Andrews
- Guy, Chappel
- McMurray, Davidson

Mortgage
- Machray, Sharpe

Year

(1s3s)
(r93e)
(1S2e)

oÃ

ooÃ
A o/o

ooÃ

(1939) O o/ù

(1929) 17 oÃ

(r 939) 68 0,6

(1939) 9OoÄ
(1929) 2OoÁ
(1e3e) e0 %
(1939) 68 o/o

(1s2s) 36 %

Year

(1eos)
(r 90e)
(1e0e)

(1s0s)
(1eos)

(1eoe)
(1s09)
(1e09)
(1e2e)
(1e2e)

(1eoe)

oÁ

22 0A

17 0Ã

22 o/o

48 o/o

31 o/o

2 o/e

ooÁ
50Ã
83%
25 o/ô

0%

The only exception to the trend described in this table involved the Elliott, Macneil firm.

During a period when contract law was declining as an area of specialization for all other
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active f¡rms, for Elliott, Macneil it actually increased by 2ooÁ. similarly, as the number of
negligence actions for other firms was rising dramatically, for the Elliott firm it fell by 60ó.

An issue every bit as significant as specialization which has yet to be examined by legal

historians is whether active firms managed litigation in a different way than non-specialist

firms.

Table 48 HOW LITIGATION ENDS ACCORDING TO THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE LAWYER ACTING FOR THE PLAINTIFF

Ends filing Statement of Claim
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Ends when Defence filed
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Ends with a Default Judgment
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Proceeds to hial
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Discontinued by Notice
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Dismissed by Court Order
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Ends with taking out Writ
- averagè for less active firms
- average for most active firms

10 o/D 3tÁ
12o/o 3 oh

11 o/o 6 o/o

7 0Á 50Ã

10 0,4 26 0Á

15 0Á 22o.Ã

1909

21 o/r

22 olo

15 o/o

16 0Â

21 olo

23 o/a

1919

22 o/t

21 o/Ð

22 o/o

15 o/o

23 0Ã

220Â

1929

18 olo

23 o/t

19 0Á

13 0Á

25 0Ã

2A oÃ

1939

14 o/o

1A o/t

15 0Á

24 o/t

17 o/o

12 a'6

17 o/o

11 o/o

504
40Á

10 ole

12 0Â

15 0Ã

26 o/o

60Á
50ó

10 0Ã

80Á

10 o/o

1Õ oÁ

7 o/o

'12 0/î

19 o/o

23 0Á

4 o/o

30Â

To obtain this data coud records are grouped into two categor¡es: claims filed by the
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firms most active in litigation and those filed by all other lawyers, described as 'less

active firms.' Each claim is then analyzed according to the last document filed with the
court. Actions not pursued after a statement of claim or statêment of Defence was filed

are regarded as ending informally, since court records were not suggestive of why they
were discontinued or whether a settlement had been reached. claims regarded as

ending formally were those which went to trial or were discontinued by notice or court

order. with few exceptions, the data suggest regardless of the experience of the law firm

managing litigation, the stage at which an action ended was likely to be the same.

Although litigation managed on behalf of plaintiffs did not vary according to experience of
counsel, such was not the case when an active law firm was retiained by a defendant.

Table 49 HOW LITIGATION ENDS ACCORDING TO THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE LAWYER ACTING FOR THE DEFENDANT

1909

41 o/o

31 olo
48 0Ã

43 o/o

40 o/t

38 0Á

1939

35 0Á

19 o/o

90Á
20Ã

10 0Ã

8%

17 o/o

34 o/o

26 o/t

36%

2 o/ù

ooÃ

1919 1929

Ends with a Default Judgment
- average for less active firms 1 o/o

- average for most active firms 1 oÃ

Ends with filing Defence
- average for less active firms
- average for mo$t active f¡rms

Proceeds to trial
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Ðiscontinued by Notice
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Dismissed by Court Order
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

Ends with taking out Writ
- average for less active firms
- average for most active firms

23 oÁ 5 olÐ

31 o/o 11 oÁ

15 0Á 29 oÁ

15 0,6 13 016

BoÁ

12 o/o

1 olo 5 o/o

ooÃ 50Ã

23 0Á

16 o/o

goÂ

11 0Á

9 o/o 16 oÁ

21 oÃ 25 o/o

goa

90Á
96

80Á
1',! oÁ

7%
5 o/Ð



Differences in Styles of Litigation Management

During the period covered by this study firms active in the representation of defendants

were substantially less likely than average firms to allow a claimant's action to end

informally. Regardless of how an action ended, experienced lawyers wanted evidence of
that ending filed with a court. They were not content to allow a plaintiff to simply do

nothing' ln all four years of the study active firms were more able to entice or intimidate a
plaintiff into discontinuing an action than average firms. By 1939 litigation managed by

experienced counsel was twice as likely to be formally discontinued as claims handled by
less experienced firms. Since court records suggest the filing of a discontinuance usually
indicated some sort of settlement had been reached, experienced counsel were better

negotiators than less experienced lawyers.

But the most significant difference between the way active and less active firms managed

litigation was evident in the number of claims dismissed by court order. This procedure

was an aggressive tactic often used before a defence was even filed. Usually it indicated

no settlement had been reached. The data described ín Table 49 supports the notion that
applying for a dismissal was a procedure used regularly by experienced counsel. ln 1g0g

active firms had actions against their clients dismissed 12oÃ of the t¡me, 4% more ofren

than average firms. By 1939 the gap between the two had widened and 360Á of claims

managed by active firms were dismissed by couñ order, compared to 260,6 for other

firms. ln the same year claims defended by average firms were informally discontinued

44% of the time. For experienced counsel the figure was 21o/o. These findings suggest
experienced counsel had claims discontinued formally, by notice or order, 70% of the

time, average flrms 29% less often. since persuading an opponent to discontinue or a

court to dismiss implied success, either at negotiating a setflement or persuading a judge

that an action had no merit, the results suggest a defendant gained nearly a one-in-three

advantage when a lawyer retained was a member of a firm active in the litigation process.

Ïable 50 describes the results produced by attempting to determine what benefit, if any,

accrued to a defendant when a lawyer was retained. For purposes of this analysis the
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exper¡ence of counsel was ignored. claims were divided according to whether a

defendant did or did not retain a lawyer and what happened to them after they were filed.

Litigation was clearly managed in a different way when a lawyer was involved.

Table 50 HOW LITIGATION ENDS WHEN A LAWYËR
ACTS FOR A DEFENDANT

Claims went no fudher
when a defence was filed
- when no lawyers involved
- when lawyers involved

Ended with Default Judgment
- when no lawyers involved
- when lawyers involved

Proceeded to trial
- when no lawyêrs involved
- when lawyers involved

Discontinued by Notice
- when no lawyers involved
- when lawyers involved

Dismissed by Court Order
- when n o lawyers involved
- when lawyers involved

Ended with a Writ taken out
- when no lawyers involved
- when law¡rers involved

1909

4 o/o

39 0Á

34 o/o

10Ã

10Á
25 o/o

16 0Á

15 0A

20Ã
90Á

12 o/o

I o/o

1S19

10Á
47 o/o

38 o/t

ooÃ

O o/o

60Â

13 0Ã

25 0Á

20Ã
12oÁ

10 0a

9%

1929

aoÁ
39 0Á

39 0Ã

5 o/o

1o.Á

21 o/o

13 0A

904

2oÃ
19 0Á

11 0Ã

6%

1939

ooÃ
29 0Ã

30 o/o

6 o/o

O olo

I o/o

25 olo

24 0Â

50Á
30 0Á

7 o/t

1 oÁt

The data in Table 50 suggestthatwhen a defendant failed to retain a lawyer very few law
su¡ts ended informally. once a defense was filed, however, between 2g and 47oÃ oi
claims were either settled out of court or dropped. similarly, when a lawyer was involved,
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fewer cases ended in default judgment and more went to trial or werê dismissed by court
order. what may surprise is that regardless of whether or not a lawyer was retained by a
defendant, approximately 250,6 of claims were discontinued by notice. since actions
which ended in this way were usually setfled, the data suggest that one out of every four
plaintiffs was so willing to settle that they did so regardless of whether defendants

negotiated through a lawyer or on their own behalf.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

JUDGES AND JUDGMENTS

Most court studies which examine judgments or judges analyze decisions of an appeal
court, usually because statistics generated by these bodies are more readily available
than for hial courts. This thesis attempts to remedy this failing in four ways. First, by
analyzing judgments awarded by winnipeg's highest trial cou¡t according to type.

second, by examining judgments according to area of law litigated. Third, by analyzing
the activity levef of trial judges and comparing early judgments with decisions made by
the same individuals between ten and twenfy years later. And fourth, by examining
appeal rates and the notion of judicial specialization. Because there has been so little
analysis ofthese issues, no effort is made to test hypotheses or construct theory. lnstead,
findings are simply described. For purposes of rable s1 , formal judgments are grouped

according to whether they were obtained by default, with the consent of the defendant or
at trial.

Table 51

As a 0,6 of all judgments

Default judgments
Consent judgments
Trial

TYPES OF JUDGMENTS

1909

86%
1 o/o

13 o/D

1919

79 0Ã

20Á
19%

1929

59%
16 0Ã

25 o/o

1939

36%
41 0Ã

23 0,{,

The data described in Table 51 result from an analysis of all judgments granted. ln terms
of raw numbers, between 1909 and 1 939 litigation which ended in a default judgment

declined from 21 to 16% of claims filed, trial judgments decreased from I 0 to s% and
court ordered dismissals rose from 5 b 2aoÃ. when examined in the context of the data
described above, these statistics suggest over the period covered by this study that
defendants became less inclined to allow plaintiffs to either obtain a judgment by default
or to informally discontinue. chapter 6 suggests that this change was the result of an
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increasing involvement by lawyers in the litigation process. Their involvement was
reflected in thê fact that tr¡äl judgments rosè z7olo between 1 909 and 1 939 (from 13 to
23o/o).

Table 52 describes the data which resulted from an analysis of gpes of judgment

according to the three most litigated causes of action.

Table 52 ryPE oF JUDGMENT ACCORDTNG To CAUSE OF ACTtoN

% of all claims

1909 (average)

(a) contracts 36 o/o

(b) neg.instr 25 oÁ

(c) goods/ser. 14 o/o

1919 (average)

(a) contract 40 oÂ

(b) neg.instr 16 oÁ

(c) goods/ser. 7 o/o

1929 (average)

(a) contract 31 oÃ

(b) neg.instr 15 o/o

(c) negligence 15 oÁ

1939 (average)

(a) negligence 42 oÁ

(b) contracts 19 oÁ

(c) neg.instr 6 oÁ

(17 o/î)

140Á 172
3 o/o 68
35 o/o 31

Q50Á)

14 0Ã 88
50Ã 41
56% 41

(17 o/o)

25 0Ã 67
16 o/o 31
10% 10

default

(51 o/r)

BB%
92 0Ã

93%

(82 oÃ)

B5%
97 0a

65%

(57 o/o)

76 a/r

90 0ó

4 o/t

(47 oÃ)

10 o/o

6'l oa

70 0Ã

consent

(0 ",6)

O o/t

20Á
O o/o

(0 %)

1o.4
ooÁ
aoÃ

(18 oÁ)

'lo oÃ

5%
39 0Á

(36 oÁ)

64 0Á

23 0Á

2A oÁ

hial

(8 %)

12 o/o

6 olo

70Ã

claims

170
117
67

Alfhough default judgments declined by 44oa over the course of th¡s study, Table 52
indicates for contracts and negotiable instruments the decline was only zr and 22o/o. The
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data for negligence claims was less reliable, since these actions seldom went

undefended and rarely ended in default judgments. A different pattern emerged for
consent and trial judgments. Less than I % of awards were consênted to in i g09 and

1919, but by 1 939 judgments were consented to 36% of the time (largely because 640,6

of negligence awards were by consent). For trial judgments the pattern was similar,

although contested negligenee hearings decreased from 560,ó in 1929 to 25% in 1939.
This data suggest two things. First, between 1909 and I 939 commercial claims went

undefended between 65 and 90% of the time and to trial 13%. second, although

negligence claims were almost always defended (between g0 and g6% of the time), by

1939 judgments were usually consented to. why? An explanation likely lies in the nature
of commercial litigation. such claims were arguably more complicated and less personal

than negligence actions and probably handled in a more dispassionate and pragmatic

manner. when a commercial litigant did not obtain a default judgment, the filing of a

defence, and the risks associated with a potentially expensive and complicated
proceeding, likely persuaded manyto drop their aetion. Negligence claims, on the other

hand, almost always involved a greater depth of feeling, were usually defended, were
$eldom discontinued informally and settlements took longer to negotiate. By 1g3g these

actions ended with a negotiated setflement or at trial 8g0,6 of the time, compared w¡th an
average of 330,6 for commercial actions.

while an examination of court records tells us something about judgments, what does it
tell us about judges? The following table identifies hial judges who sat in 1909, 1919,

1929 and 1939, the number of trials each presided over, judicial activity levels (based on

the total number of trials for which a record could be found) and describes whether
judgments were awarded to a plaintiff or a defendant. The analysis which produced the

data in Table 53 remains problematic, however, for a couple of reasons. The trials for
which records were found represented only a portion of trials actually held and in some

cases jury decisions probably removed a judge's discretion to award a decision to one or
other of the litigants. Despite these failings the data were sufücient to answer two
questions - Did the succe$s rate of litigants change over time and were some judges
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more ¡nclined to rule in favour of either a plaintiff or a defendant than other$? This study

suggests that the answer to the first question is an unqualified yes. Between 1909 and

1939 trial judgmenb in favour of plaintiffs decreased from 87 to 53oÁ.

Table 53 ACÏIVITY LEVEL OF TRIAL JUDGES

1909
Cameron
Macdonald
Mathers
Metcalfe
Howell
Perdue

Average
1919
Macdonald
Mathers
Metcalfe
Galt
Prendergast
Curran
McDonald
Fulton

Average
1929
Macdonald
Trueman
Donovan
Adamson
Kilgour
Dysart
Galt
McPherson

Average
1939
Donovan
Adamson
Dysart
McPherson
Taylol

Average

number
of hials
10
14
1B

11

4
2

oÃ ot
total
17 0Ã

24 o/o

3'.1 o/o

19 o/Ð

70Ã
3aÃ

12 o/o

29 o/o

3 olo

220Ã
15 0Á

15 o/o

304
1 o/o

20h
20h
12 0Â

23 o/o

goÃ

22 0Ã

26 0Á

3 oi)

15 0Á

41 0A

1B 0,6

24 aA

3 o/a

For
Plaintiff
B0%
71 o/o

78 0Ã

82 o/o

100 0Á

100 %
(87 o/o)

44 olo

68 0Á

50 o/Ð

71 o/o

58 0,6

58%
50 0/6

100 %
(62 0,6)

O ô/s

100 0Á

63%
67 o/o

67 Þ/o

50 o/o

65 o/o

50 o/o

(61 0,6)

40 0Ã

50%
83%
50 0Á

o%
(53 oÁ)

For
Defendant
20 o/o

29 0Á

224Á
18 0Á

O o/o

ooa
(1s oó)

56 0Á

32 o/o

50%
29 0Á

42oÁ
42 o/o

50%
ooÁ
(38 %)

100 0Ã

O o/o

37 0¡6

33%
33 o/o

50%
35 0,6

50%
(39 oÁ)

60 0Á

50 016

17 0Ã

50 0Á

1OO o/t

(47 o/ô)

I
22
2
17
12
12
2
1

1

1

I
15
6
14
17
2

5
14
6
B
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To determine whether hial judges consistently decided cases in favour of either a plaintiff
or defendant, decisions of the five most active judges areê analyzed, Because each
heard cases in two of the four years studied (over a period of at least ten years), an

examination of these decisions makes it possible to analyze award pafterns for different
judges and to comparê early patterns with those which emerged a decade later.

Table 54

Judge

Adamson
Dysart
Galt
Macdonald
Mathers

Cases
Tried

DECISIONS OF MOST ACTIVE JUDGES

% of Ðecisions Favouring Plaintifis
1909

üï^
78 o/o

1919

71 ÕA

440A
68%

67 0Ã

50 0Á

ïr
50%
83 0/6

'1929 1939

29
20
34
24
30

The data suggest with the exception of Mr. Justice Dysart's 193g record, every active
Queen's Bench trial judge sitting in winnipeg between 1909 and lg39 became more

inclined to decide cases in favour of defendants the longer they sat on the bench. Two
explanations are offered. First, from the beginning to the end of this study the number of
commerciaf cases showed a steady decline. A majority of these cases were decided in
favour of plaintiffs. Replacing them as the most litigated cause of action were negligence
suits, actions in which decisions usually favoured defendants. Trial judges had little
control over the type of actions lítigated in their courts, but there was a direct correlation
between changes in what was litigated and the party benefiting from that litigation.

A second factor which might explain the growing inclination of judges to award
judgments to defendants could be connected to changes in the way lawyers managed
litigation. As discussed earlier, although the number of claims proceeding to trial fell by
5o% between 1 909 and I939, the number of cases requiring a judge to make a decision
aetually increased by 670/o. cases were brought before a eueen's Bench judge in one of
two ways - by a plaintiff or defendant setting a matter down for trial, or by a defendant
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petit¡oning the court to have an action dismissed. Both procedures were proactive. Their
increased use by 1939 suggests that lawyers were managing litigation both aggressively
and creatively. The effect of specialization and the increasingly sophisticated use of
judicial procedure may have eombined to influence judges to look more kindly upon

arguments of defence counsel.

Did the growing inclination of frial judges to award judgments to defendants have any

effect on the number of cases appealed or on appeals allowed?

Table 55

% of hial decisions appealed
0,6 of appeals allowed

APPEAL RATE

1909

29 0Â

29 o/o

1919

13 0Ã

30 0/6

1929

20 o/o

69 0Á

1939

18 o/s

17 tla

These statistics suggest that even though the number of judgments in favour of
defendants was increasing between lg0g and 1g3g, appeals from trial decisions

declined by 110,6. Defendants werê no longer automåtically losers.

Table 56 describes the few trial results which could be located in the records examined.
The data is flawed for two reasons - not only were there probably many more appeals

than the few described, even for those few some results were missing. still, the findings
were suggestive. of the ten cases tried by Mr. Justice cameron, for example, sevên were
appealed and the appeal allowed in most. ln eighteen trials presided over by chief
Justice Mathers an appeal was lodged just three times and dismissed on each occasion.

Ten years later Mathers' record was just about the same. only two of twenty-two

decisions were appealed and just one allowed. As this data indicates, both the appeal
record and number of trials presided over varied considerably from judge to judge. As a
rule, however, judges active in one year were active in others.
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Table 56

1909

Cameron
Macdonald
Mathers
Metcalfe
Howell

1919

Macdonald
Mathers
Galt
Prendergast
Curran
McÞonald

1929

Donovan
Adamson
Kilgour
Dysart
Galt

1939
Donovan
Adamson

kials

10
14
1B
't1

4

APPEALS
appeals oA

7 7AoÁ
4 29 o/o

3 170Ã
2 1BOA
1 250Á

allowed

57 0Ã

25 0Á

ooa
50 olo

ooÃ

unknown
50%
50 o/o

1AO olo

aoÁ
100 0/6

50%
1OA o/o

100 0Ã

aoÁ
6A oA

O o/e

33 0Á

I
22
17
12
12
2

I
15
6
14
17

2
2
2
1

2
1

2
2
3
1

5

3
3

22 0Ã

90ó
12 o/o

8õÃ
17 0Á

50 0,6

250Ã
13 o/o

50 0é

70Ã
29 oÁ

6A o/t

21%
5
14

ïo determine whether or not certain judges 'specialized' in trials involving spec¡f¡c

causes of act¡on the records of each trial judge have been analyzed. The data did not
support the notion of judicial specialization. No judge heard a significant percentage of
cases involving litigation in any single cause of action. And when the data were anal¡zed
according to lawyers who appeared before these same judges, no clusters could be

perceived. Between lg09 and 1939 there was no indication that judges in winnipeg,s
oourt of Queen's Bench specialized in the cases they heard or with the law firms

appearing in their courts.
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CONCLUSION

ln chapter one the Galanter hypothesis was made central to much of the new analysis

which followed. The 'one-shotter' and 'repeat player'theory suggested the likelihood that
some disputes would be conveded into litigation, and thatthe result's obtained were at

least partly related to the relative power and experience of the disputants. To examine

this conclusion types of litigants were analyzed according to whether they were more

likely to be plaintiffs or defendants. The results indicated that although corporations,

defined as those with the most power and money, were h/vice as likely to sue as be sued

in 1909, by 1 939 they were involved in less litigation but more often as defendant. This

finding suggested that this 'power' group was less often using the law than defending

itself against claims filed by individuals.

Parties to Litigation

The first of the major hypotheses discussed in the lntroduction was tested in chapter
One. American studies have shown that in the first part of the twentieth century

approximately 75oÁ of litigation involved individuals suing other individuals and only 10%

corporations suing other corporations. This study found similar results for individuals but

substantially dissimilar resulb for corporations. The conclusion suggested was that

corporations may be far less prominent in winnipeg then than in the united states and

that corporations in examined in this study were less inclined to use their resources

against those lower down the economic ladder, but were instead twice as likely to sue

each other than were businesses in America.

The various stages at which litigation ended was analyzed in Chapter Two. The data

suggested that by 1939 litigants were more likely to proceed formally with claims than

had been the case thirly years earlier, were more likely to retiain a lawyer, law suits took

longer to settle and werê more likely to end in negotiated setilements rather than kials.

This also suggested that over the first one-third of the twentieth eentury the way in which

lawyers managed litigation changed. They began using judicial procedures like
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lawyers managed litigation changed. They began using judicial procedures like

discontinuances and court orders more often and became substantially less likely to

permit plaintiffs to discontinue informally. And John Brigham's suggestion that most

disputes resulting in litigation involved a depth of feeling or bad faith was substantiated.

'One-shotter' Theory

The second major hypothesis referred to in the lntroduction was tested in Chapter Two.

Galanter argued that when litigation pits those with money and experience against those

with limited amounts of either, the former invariably come out ahead of the latter. This in

lact turned out to be the case. As pfaintiffs, corporations were successfuf three times as

often as individuals. When statistics involving the two groups as defendants were

compared, the results were inconclusive.

Decline of Commercial and Contract Claims

ln Chapter Three claims were grouped aecording to cause of action. The results were

used to test hypothesis three, that both commercial and contract claims declined over the

course of the first half of this century while negligence actions increased dramatically.

These conclusions were validated. Between 1909 and 1939 contract claims fell by a third

and negligence actions increased by 900%. Hypothesis four was also tested in Chapter

Three. J.Willard Hurst suggested litigants with power use the legal system as a tool to

fudher their own interests. The way those Hurst suggested possessed power,

corporations, used the court process was examined by analyzing how they managed

litigation. The results were then compared to the way individuals pursued or defended

claims. For purposes of this analysis it was assumed for corporations 'furthering their

own interests' involved the pursuit of commercial actions. The results of this study

substantiated Hurst's thesis. Although in terms of absolute numbers debt, commercial

aetions and contract claims declined over the course of this study, for corporations those

causes continued to be actively litigated. ln the case of contract claims, the amount of
litigation undertaken increased by 1000,6.
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Occupation of Litigants

Chapter Four was devoted to analyzing litigation according to the occupation of litigants.

Õentral to this analysis was a further testing of the theory that the decision by an

individual whether to litigate is influenced in large measure by consfrainfs of time and
money and that individuals with a substantial amount of both make more effective use of
the legal system than those with little of either. The chapter concluded such was not the
casê, at least for Manitoba. The study also suggested members of the 'middle class' filed
fewer law suits between 1909 and 1939, members of the 'working class'filed more and
that the amount of litigation involving real estate agents and brokers decreased as the
number of contract disputes declined. A third findíng, that as a group females were the

most active participants in the litigation process, was examined by analyzing actions

involving them as sole plaintiffs, co-plaintiffs, sole defendants and eo-defendants. The
study concluded that an increase in the litigiousness of females was directly linked to an

increase in law suits in which they were named as co-litigant with a spouse.

Lítigants as Plaintiffs or Defendants

causes of action involving occupational groups wâs also examined according to the
involvement of litigants as either plaintiff or defendant. Lawyers, banks, labourers,

widows and mortgage companies more often used the courts as plaintiffs while
merchants, farmers, married womenr real estiate agents/brokeÍs and contractors were
defendants. Further, the status of almost all groups remained the same over the entire

thirty year period covered by this study. Litigation patterns for farmers and labourers

were compared and it was found farmers were usually invofved in litigation as defendants

and labourers as plaintiffs, despite the fact that both were arguably members of the same
'class.' An analysis of causes involving corporations resulted in the conclusion

businesses involved in buying and selling were invariably plaintiffs more often than

defendants.

chapter Four also examined the stage at which litigation was discontinued according to
the occupation of litigants. lt was found that groups higher up the socio-economic ladder
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did not manage litigation more successfully than groups occupying a lower rung. Causes

of action litigated by the groups most active in filing claims were ânalyzed and

merchants, married women and farmers undertook the widest variety of actions, followed

by contractors, real estate agents/brokers, banks and lawyers.

Gender

The role females played in the court process was examined in Chapter Five. The study

found that in 1909 females were plaintiffs in 31 % of actions involving women and

defendants in 69%, but by 1939 they were plaintiffs 570,6 of the time, lt was determined,

however, that the increase could be attributed largely to an enlargêd role as co-plaintiff.

Eighty-eight per cent of the time the co-litigant of a female was a spouse. And the

number of law su¡ts involv¡ng females described by occupation rather than status actually

declined over the course of the study. But regardless of how they were described, by

1939 women were twice as likely to be plaintiffs as defendants. When the outcome of

litigation involving males and females was compared, it was found females fared

marginally better. The study refuted the suggestion of Hoyman and Stallworth that

women were treated poorly by the legal system.

Role of Law Firms in Litigation Process

Chapter Six exam¡nêd the role lawyers played in the judicial systèm. The thesis

advanced by Galanter that the relationship between lawyer and client had become ad

hoc, often confinèd to a single matter, and that more law firms have become involved in

more litigation involving more clients, was tested and rejected. lt was found, for example,

that by 1939 five law firms were involved in 43% of the $tatements of Defence filed that
year. Over the entire thirly year period of the study between seven and ten firms

managed approximately 30oó of litigation undeÉaken.

The last two hypotheses discussed in the introduction to thís study were tested in

Chapter Six. Little support for the first, that how litigation was pursued was dependent

upon the cause of action and experience of the lawyer involved, was found. An analysis
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of litigants according to type resulted in finding that firms active in litigation were more

likely than average to represent corporate clients and that this specialization was

paralleled by a specialization in causes litigated. when litigation management patterns

were examined, however, itwas discovered claims handled for plaintiffs by active and

less active law firms were similar^

Advantage of Experienced Lawyers to Defendants

support for the last hypothesis was oven¡¡helming. That theory suggests the filing of a

claim does not mean that a formal hearing is either desired or will result, since a majorig
of actions are settled, withdrawn or defaulted. And further, the outcome of litigation

provides fawyers with a gage by which to measure the likelihood of future success. Since

experienced lawyers are those best informed of outcomes, if follows that those most
prone to specialize in law and type of client represented are more often successful as

litigators than less specialized counsel. This study found defendants who retained an

experienced lawyer did better than those defended by a member of an average firm,

gaining a near one-in-three advantrage. An examination of how litigation ended when no

lawyers were involved on behalf of a defendant, however, did suggest 25% of claims

were settled, regardless whether a law firm was retained.

Patterns of Judgments and Appeals

ln the last chapter of this study judgments, appeals and decision-making patterns were

analyzed. The study found the number of judgments obtained by default declined by

50% between 1909 and 1939 while consent juclgments increased from I to 4'l % and trial
judgments rose from 13 to 23o/o. These dramatic changes were attributed to a more

active and creative role played by lawyers and to a rise in negligence claims. oommercial

claims formed the bulk of claims litigated over much of this study and went undefended

between 65 and 900,6 of the time. By 1939 the single largest cause of action involved

allegations of negligence and these actions were nearly always defended.

one of the most dramatic results produced by this study involved judicial decision
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making patterns. Between 1 909 and 1939 the chances a plaintiff would be awarded a
judgment at trial fell from 87% to 530,6. And the longer a judge sat on the bench, the

greater the likelihood a decision would fuvour a defendant. Two explanations were

offered for these two findings. Fi¡st, the number of commercial claims litigafed declined

and negligence suits increased. The results of commercial litigation usually favoured a

plaintiff while those for negligence actions usually favoured a defendant. second, the

more pÍoact¡ve style of litigating adopted by lawyers meant more actions were being

defended. The study also found rates of appeal varied considerably and that there was a

direct correlation between judicial activity and appeals lodged - the more cases heard,

the fewer decisions appealed. support for the suggestion that judges specialized, either

in the causes heard or the lawyers who appeared before them, was not found.

This thesis has suggested that there is no evidenee that between 190g and 193g groups

possessing the largest combination of power and money used the judicial process to

advanoe their own interèsts in a way dramatically different from those laeking these same

resources. lt has also concluded that while causes of action litigated in winnipeg closely
paralleled causes pursued elsewhere in North America, those involved formed a much

more diverse group than has been found in most American studies. But perhaps more

significantly, this study found no evidence that females and groups occupying the lowest

rungs of the socio-economic ladder were either used by more powerful litigants or faced

discrimination in their use of the court system.

Decline in Filings - One Explanation

An issue which requires more investigation is determining why there was a 73 % decline

in claims filed in winnipeg's court of Queen's Bench between 1 909 and 1939. From a

supeúcial examination of the records of the county court of winnipeg it would appear

one explanation could be that at least some of the claims which had previously been filed

in Queen's Bench were by 1939 being filed ín County Court. f n 1 909, for example, the

ratio of claims filed in Queen's Bench compared to claims filed in county court was 1-to-

5 (1 150 to 5964). By 1939 that ratio had increased to 1-to-B (309 to 2422). lncomplete
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county court records for I 9l g and 1 929 make it impossible to determine if the ratio

increased consistently, but they are complete enough to show that evên ât thê county
court level filings had declined over sg % between the first and last year of this study.
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